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Speaking for Themselves gives voice to the experiences and views of thirty young people

involved in commercial sexual activity (csa) in Melbourne, providing a platform from

which to talk about themselves, their experiences, their fears and their hopes and dreams.

Speaking for Themselves also talks about the needs of young people, who are caught in

a web of sex work, drugs, homelessness and violence.

Speaking for Themselves will provide an opportunity for young people to share their

views and experiences and raise awareness of the presence and needs of underage sex

workers in Melbourne. It will also advocate for increased and improved service provision

from both government and non-government organisations. It will assist government in

the development of appropriate policy on this issue.

Child Wise research projects, Bridging The Gap (1997) and Youth For Sale (1998), examined

the nature and extent of underage sex work in Australia from the perspective of welfare

service providers. These earlier studies identified a significant gap in the research of young

people and sex work. A crucial next step was to speak to the young people themselves. 

In response to this need, Child Wise conducted a pilot study, Young People and Sex Work
– Their Views (2000) that involved interviewing ten sex workers, who were over the age of

18 years. This study revealed that those interviewed had begun sex-working when

under the age of 18 years, that they had multiple and complex needs, were often

homeless and all had drug addictions. 

The Speaking for Themselves research project is an expansion of this pilot project which

demonstrated the value of young people’s voices in determining their own needs. Young
People and Sex Work – Their Views (2000) showed that young people appreciate the

opportunity to be heard, that they have many opinions, and that they were clearly falling

through the gaps in terms of policy development and welfare service provision. It also

highlighted the need for more extensive research to be undertaken that includes the views

of sex workers who are under the age of 18 years. 

EXECUTIVESUMMARY
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Child Wise recruited participants by advertising through service providers and welfare

workers who have contact with young people on a regular basis. Peer networking between

sex workers brought this research to the attention of many young people. Researchers

spent time on outreach food and health buses and spent many nights walking the streets

in known areas of csa, seeking to inform and interest young people in the project. Child Wise

set up a mobile phone number specifically as a contact point for young people interested

in taking part in the interviews.

For Speaking for Themselves, Child Wise conducted in depth interviews with thirty young

sex workers (twenty-one female, nine male) between the ages of 16 to 29 years.

Participants are referred to via pseudonyms throughout this research to ensure privacy

and confidentiality. 

Speaking for Themselves participants:

• All participants identified themselves as sex workers

• All had started street sex work while age 16 or younger:

- eighteen had started by the age of 14 

- four began commercial sex work at age 12

• Some participants had earlier exchanged sex for favours prior to sex-working

• Most are still involved in commercial sexual activity (csa)

• All have a drug addiction 

• Sixteen had been in the state care system and said that they were introduced

to sex work and other harmful high risk activities while in the care system

• Most left school at an early age

• Key areas for their street sex work were St Kilda and inner city Melbourne

Speaking for Themselves confirmed the significant links between underage sex work 

and risk factors such as disrupted and abusive backgrounds, homelessness, drug addiction

and exposure to violence. These factors combine to create a cycle of high risk activities 

and dependencies resulting in multiple and complex needs. Once entrenched in this life style,

participants find it difficult to see a way out of this cycle and struggle to imagine an

alternative way of surviving.

Speaking for Themselves also highlights the dangers of this lifestyle for those under the

age of 18. 

• Young people indicated they do not use welfare services because they fear being reported

to authorities, placed into the state care system and losing control over their own lives 

• Minors are more vulnerable on the streets compared to older workers and are constantly

exposed to violence from clients, passers by and older sex workers

A major focus of Speaking for Themselves was to identify what young people view as

relevant services. Participants called for appropriate intervention strategies at the point of

family rupture or before becoming addicted to drugs. Reflecting on their own experiences,

participants said that when they were forced to leave, or were removed from their family

homes, they felt they had lost a sense of control over their lives.

Service providers with a harm minimisation philosophy were used by participants regularly

and were appreciated for their non-judgmental approach. Participants said that they value

services that assist with their immediate needs, such as the provision of clean needles 

and condoms. 

To deal with their immediate problems participants said that they need:

• consistent one-to-one support

• 24-hour outreach support

• 24-hour drop-in centre: a safe place to go at anytime of the day or night where they

could avoid violence, seek help and company or just be by themselves

• services that are non-judgmental

• assurance they would not be taken into state care while using services
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Speaking for Themselves participants were overwhelmed by the cycle of high risk activities

that dominated their lives. It made it hard for them to perceive alternatives. Yet, like other

young people, they expressed hopes and dreams: a vision of safety and the opportunity to

reach their full potential that society should be able to provide.

When asked about how they could go about changing things for themselves, participants

strongly desired something on which to focus and with which to be busy and productive.

Some said they would like to further their education, to get good jobs, spend time with

friends who were drug free and generally do what they saw other young people doing.

Following the interviews, the research findings were presented to representatives from 

a broad cross-section of welfare organisations. These welfare representatives acknowledged

the needs of the participants and discussed the challenges of meeting the needs of

marginalised young people who have multiple and complex needs, with the limited resources

available. Outcomes of this discussion helped form the recommendations of this report, 

to be presented to state and federal governments to advocate for improved and increased

assistance for young, vulnerable, marginalised people. 

The following recommendations have been developed in consultation with Speaking for
Themselves participants and welfare service providers that have been involved in this

project. As a result, Child Wise calls for:

• The provision of sufficient housing for young people who are homeless and transient

• Major systemic change and restructuring within the state care system 

• Service provision to provide holistic support for young people with multiple 

and complex needs 

• Non-judgmental 24-hour outreach support and accommodation to be provided 

to meet the immediate needs of at risk young people 

• A safe house / drop-in centre with health and welfare services

• Pathway programs that offer alternatives and options to marginalised young people 

to be developed for long term positive change

CONTENTS
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Speaking for Themselves is a research project conducted by Child Wise which set out 

to investigate the life experiences and views of a sample of young people who are
exchanging sex for favours and sex-working in inner city Melbourne. In addition, Child Wise

endeavoured to identify the services these young people are using and their preferred

methods of service delivery. The main purpose of this research is to provide young people

with the opportunity to speak for themselves, tell their own stories and make their own

recommendations.

In 1996 Australia made a commitment to the world community that they would take

local, regional and international action to address the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of

Children (CSEC). This commitment was made by adopting the Stockholm Agenda for

Action, which outlines strategies to prevent, protect and assist children to recover from

sexual exploitation. As a follow up to this commitment, Australia developed a National

Action Plan Against The Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC), called

‘Tomorrow’s Children’. Tomorrow’s Children acknowledged that many Australian young

people (under 18) were involved in commercial sexual activity (csa), often as a survival

strategy due to the absence of family support, homelessness, drug addiction, and lack of

income. The National Action Plan called on governments and communities across Australia

to recognise this problem and provide early intervention and safety nets for these young

people who are falling through the gaps in services and policies (Department of Family and

Community Services, 2000).
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Despite these commitments, very little has changed for marginalised young people

experiencing extreme hardship in their lives. A significant reason why little has changed

is that there is an overwhelming denial by community and government that young people

are involved in csa in Australia, despite numerous reports that document the existence of

the problem. Child Wise conducted research which found that thousands of young people

across Australia exchange sex simply in order to survive (Child Wise, Martyn 1998). The denial

of this problem is reflected by an absence of policy around this issue and a lack of specific

and targeted services for young people involved in csa. Young people’s involvement in csa

is the consequence of many difficulties and problems that they experience in their lives

(significantly a result of their childhood experiences). Young people’s current involvement

in csa exposes them to a difficult, harmful and dangerous lifestyle. Often these young

people find themselves entrenched in a cycle of abuse, unable to see a pathway out of

their lifestyle.   

Australia’s ignorance and denial of this problem is greatly influenced by the mass 

media’s distorted and sensationalised representation of the issue. The media will refer to 

‘child prostitutes’ who are working illegally within the legal sex industry.  While there

have been some isolated cases of minors working in legal (and illegal) brothels, young

people’s involvement in sex work generally exists outside the mainstream sex industry;

it is opportunistic and is often undertaken as a means of survival for a young person

who is isolated and alone. It is not until later in their lives that a young person will

identify themselves as a sex worker. The media rarely explores the underlying causes

behind a young person selling sex or exchanging sex for favours, or advocates for

appropriate intervention.

The findings and recommendations of Speaking for Themselves are valuable tools that

welfare service providers and governments can use to gain clearer insight into the views

and experiences of young people who are involved in sex work. Participants in this

research project have provided an essential perspective for the development of policy and

service provision for young people with special needs. 

It is now up to the community and government to listen.
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Background
Child Wise is an Australian organisation working to prevent the sexual abuse and

exploitation of children. It was founded in 1993 as ECPAT Australia and is the Australian

arm of ECPAT International, which consists of seventy-one organisations in sixty-four

different countries. ECPAT stands for ‘End Child Prostitution, Child Pornography and the

Trafficking of Children for Sexual Purposes’.

Following the First World Congress Against the Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children

(CSEC) in Sweden (1996), Child Wise began to explore the involvement of young people in

sex work in Australia. 

Child Wise’s first research on underage csa was the pilot project Bridging the Gap (1997).

This project worked with forty-one youth and community service organisations to

investigate the nature and extent of young people’s participation in csa in Victoria. This

research found evidence of more than 600 cases of underage csa in Melbourne, which

highlighted the need for further study. 

Following the pilot study, Child Wise launched a national inquiry into underage csa in

Australia. The findings were published in the report Youth for Sale (1998), which provided

anecdotal evidence of more than 3000 cases of underage csa. Bridging the Gap and

Youth for Sale examined the nature and extent of young people’s involvement in csa

and highlighted strategies welfare service providers could use to intervene and give support.

Both research projects recognised the need for young people involved in csa to voice their

opinions and experiences.

To address this need, Child Wise undertook the pilot project Young People and Sex Work
– Their Views (2000). This research entailed interviewing ten young people who were older

than 18 years but who had been involved in sex work and sex for favours when they were

minors. This research found that participants had come from difficult backgrounds. 

All had no permanent accommodation and a drug addiction. These participants provided

recommendations on what services they needed. It became evident from this pilot research

that further and more extensive research was needed to explore the views of young

people, under the age of 18 years, who are currently sex-working.
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Speaking For Themselves
Speaking For Themselves explored the needs and experiences of young people engaging

in csa. This research aims to empower young people by offering a platform from which

they could speak directly of their experiences to community and government. It offers

young people a chance to play an active role in the development of policy regarding

improved intervention strategies and more relevant service provision.

Child Wise acknowledges the right of children and young people to speak and be listened

to on issues and policy that directly involves them.

Child Wise interviewed thirty young people who had engaged in csa while under the age

of 18 years. Participants shared their experiences and ideas about what life was like for 

a young person sex-working and what led them to it. They told us which services they

used, suggested the kinds of services they needed and the preferred delivery methods of

these services.
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Child Wise - Child Wise is a not-for-profit organisation working to prevent, protect and reduce the sexual abuse
and exploitation of children in Australia and overseas. Child Wise programs seek to prevent child abuse
by providing greater awareness and understanding of child sexual abuse and exploitation, as well as
providing the tools and strategies for individuals, organisations and communities to take action to
address these issues.

CSEC / Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children - This term describes the various activities that sexually exploit children
and young people for their commercial value, such as prostitution, the use of children in
pornography and the trafficking of children for sexual purposes. The term implies that the child is
not only sexually abused but that there is a profit arising from the transaction where the child is
considered a sexual and commercial object. This term was developed for and adopted at the Swedish
World Congress (1996).

Csa / Commercial sexual activities - The term adopted by Child Wise for this report as a non-judgmental and broad
ranging description of the exchange of sex for cash or kind.

Young person - For the purposes of this research the term “young person” refers to all people under the age of 18 years.  

Underage - Although the legal age of consent is 16 years in most Australian States and Territories, the legal age for
engaging in prostitution is 18 years of age. Internationally a child is considered to be someone under the
age of 18. For these reasons the inquiry chose to focus on young people under the age of 18 years. 

At risk - A young person engaging in activities or living in a situation that places them at a higher than average
risk of engaging in harmful activities. 

Homelessness - The National Youth Coalition for Housing defines homelessness as: a lack of shelter, threat of loss of
shelter, high mobility between places of residence, inadequate accommodation, unreasonable restrictions
on access to alternative accommodation. 

Difficult family background – This term covers family breakdown, family crisis, abusive families, domestic violence and
an unstable and disordered family background.

Sex work – to trade sex and sexual favours for money.

Sex for favours – to exchange sex for favours, eg. accommodation, drugs, food, clothing.
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Child Wise has drawn on a wide range of relevant policy and service provision reports on

underage sex work, from both Australia and other developed countries with a similar

economic and political framework. Data from previous research and anecdotal evidence

were taken into consideration for this project. Research has shown that across Australia,

young people are involved in sex work. The sex work is often opportunistic and is

undertaken as a means of survival, or to finance a drug habit. Young sex workers have

multiple and complex needs that are not being addressed due to gaps in the provision of

welfare services. These young people are isolated and alone.

Since the mid 1980’s (with Linda Hancock’s 1985 study into young people and prostitution)

there has been a substantial amount of research undertaken in Australia which has

examined young people’s involvement in csa. 

The literature shows that most young people engaged in csa enter between the ages of

13–16 years while a small number become involved when they are under 12 years old

(Perkins 1991, p. 174; Child Wise, Martyn 1998, p. 34). 
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UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT OF
YOUNG PEOPLE’S COMMERCIAL

SEXUAL ACTIVITY IN AUSTRALIA

16



Most research focuses on the nature of young people’s involvement with csa and their

reasons for becoming involved. According to the literature, young people are often

introduced to csa by a boyfriend, a friend or someone they may have only just met. For

most, csa is the cause and consequence of multiple risk factors, including difficult and

disrupted family backgrounds leading to homelessness, early school leaving, drug addiction

and leading to a complex and entrenched cycle of dependency and hopelessness. Young

people have difficulty identifying ways out and have few available opportunities to pursue

an alternative lifestyle. 

Difficult family backgrounds of abuse (emotional and physical) and neglect amongst young

people undertaking csa for survival, have been common themes to emerge in research.

(Tschirren, Hammet & Saunders 1996; Perkins 1991; Grant, David & Grabosky 2001). In a study of young people

aged 12-23 years living on the streets of Adelaide, 80% of young women and 27% of

young men in csa had a history of child abuse (Tschirren, Hammet & Saunders 1996, pp. 24-5).

Perkins’s (1991, p. 190) found that sex workers who had first undertaken csa, while younger

than age 16, were more likely to have come from difficult family backgrounds that led

them to leave their family homes. Once homeless, young people undertook csa as a means

of survival. Sex for survival is more prevalent in underage sex workers than older workers

(Perkins 1991, p. 232).

There is a strong thematic link between homelessness and csa (eg.: Wilson & Arnold 1986;

Burdekin 1989; Child Wise, Martyn 1998). Wilson and Arnold (1986, p. 69) estimated that more than

25% of all runaways engage in csa (Wilson & Arnold 1986, p. 690. Burdekin (1989, p. 51) found that

‘young homeless become involved in prostitution as a direct consequence of poverty
and the lack of legitimate access to a livable income and secure housing’. Young

people leave home due to abuse that makes it difficult and / or dangerous for them to

continue living there. Once the young person leaves the family home they experience

difficulty in managing to look after themselves, find adequate housing and obtain an

income. Therefore they become homeless (Irwin, Winter, Gregoric & Watts 1995, p. 17). 
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Child Wise’s 1998 study, Youth for Sale, found agencies dealing with young people also

reported that the need to undertake sex work was due to homelessness caused by family

breakdown. Lack of employment and employment potential also led young people into csa

(Child Wise, Martyn 1998). A survey of the health status of the homeless young people in

Victoria (Lovett 1994, p. 9) refers to a hidden homelessness, noting that young women especially,

often informally, exchange companionship sex for accommodation.

Once homeless, it is difficult for young people to continue schooling. The Irwin, Winter,

Gregoric and Watts 1995 study of homelessness amongst lesbian and gay youth in Sydney

found many of the young people had left school because they felt unable to cope with

study and homelessness. This further limits their opportunities and exposes them to a range

of high risk activities, such as drug use, as they no longer have access to supervision and

guidance. 

A cycle of drug abuse and csa is a dominant theme in all research findings. Drugs are used

as ‘emotional anaesthesia’ (Grant, David & Grabosky 2001, p. 275) for these young people, creating

drug dependency and further marginalisation. In Child Wise’s 2000 report Young People
and Sex Work – Their Views, nine out of the ten young sex workers interviewed had

undertaken csa for money to buy drugs (Child Wise, Marriot 2000, pp. 27-44). Youth For Sale
research also showed drug dependency and the financial outlay required to maintain

addiction was a dominant factor in young people deciding to undertake csa (Child Wise,

Martyn 1998, p. 35). ‘Where desire for a ‘shot’ is the immediate motivation for the trade
of sex for money, it is difficult to imagine a position of strong bargaining power
available to the person selling the sex’ (Hillier, Matthews & Dempsey 1997, p. 42).

The literature demonstrates that, due to underage sex work being illegal, underage sex

workers work on the street rather than in a brothel. Street workers experience violence

and high risk situations far more than brothel workers due to lack of a safe and secure work

place. The use of drugs and alcohol increases the chance of risk taking and the experience

of violence for young people, on the streets, undertaking csa (Pyett & Warr 1996, p. 20). Older sex

workers have developed risk management techniques due to their experience on the streets,

but young street sex workers remain vulnerable. Clients tend to seek out young people

because of this vulnerability (Pyett & Warr 1996, p. 18). 
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The first was Child Wise’s research, Bridging The Gap (1997) that estimated the participation

of up to 600 young people in csa in Melbourne. The second was Child Wise’s Youth for
Sale (1998), which revealed that 3129 cases of underage csa had been recorded by 258

youth and community agencies across Australia. Csa was found to occur in rural towns,

suburbs and inner city areas (Child Wise, Martyn 1998).

While most of the research to date has explored the reasons why young people engage

in csa, few studies have attempted to identify the gaps in services and what is needed to

assist young people in their day to day life and longer term needs. In the pilot study (2000),

Child Wise interviewed ten young sex workers about their needs and the assistance they

would find most useful. The study found that access to services has been problematic for

young people due to restrictive and inappropriate opening times for support services.  The

young people commonly expressed the need for after hours support and service provision.

Other overriding themes were concerns from young people about the violence they are,

or could potentially be, subjected to when undertaking csa (Child Wise, Marriot 2000, p. 46). 

Earlier studies identified the lack of available drug and alcohol detoxification programs

and follow up services specifically for young people. Many underage drug users lack basic

necessities, or an appropriate level of support to make a drug free life a realistic possibility

(Brisbane Youth Services 1993, p. 32; cited in Grant, David & Grabosky 2001, p. 277). Income support, housing,

education and health services and law reform have also been recommended (Irwin, Winter,

Gregoric & Watts 1995, pp. 58-61; Tschirren, Hammet & Saunders 1996, p. 7).
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Research has found that exposure to health risks is a prominent theme for young people

sex-working on the streets. Pyett & Warr (1996) found that young people with backgrounds

of child abuse are less likely to feel able to insist on safety precautions from their clients

when engaging in csa than those from non-abusive backgrounds (Pyett & Warr 1996, p. 18).

Child Wise’s Bridging the Gap, reported that young people undertaking csa found it difficult

to negotiate effectively with their clients, to engage in safe sex, if the client was against

it. In addition, the young person’s reasons for csa (drugs, income, accommodation) often

outweighed the health risks for them when placed in a position of choice over unsafe sex.

As a result, young people are vulnerable to a number of health risks (Child Wise, Fitzgerald 1997,

p. 25). Tschirren, Hammet & Saunders (1996, p. 360) found that 65% of the 106 young

people (between 12-23 years) in their sample had sex without condoms during csa.

Some studies have noticed gender differences in csa. Wilson and Arnold (1986) see a clear

difference between male and female experiences of csa. They noted that ‘among young
runaway girls, sex in return for food and shelter and the forlorn hope of some
emotional bond or stability is common’. They found that ‘it is not until young girls
are in a no-choice situation that they turn to prostitution.’ (Wilson & Arnold 1986, p. 69).

Often a girl will work alone on the streets, standing on street corners or soliciting without

other workers around and therefore experience isolation (Wilson & Arnold 1986, p. 62).

While boys also turn to csa for survival, some studies suggest that boys engage in csa as

a means of exploring their sexuality (Tschirren, Hammet & Saunders 1996). Most male underage

csa is homosexual (Wilson & Arnold 1986, p. 65). Boys tend to work in areas where there are many

others undertaking csa. Other workers provide them with some security from experiences

of homophobic violence (Wilson & Arnold 1986, p. 73).

Australian research unanimously has agreed that identifying the extent of young people’s

involvement in csa is difficult or impossible due to the clandestine, illegal and transient

nature of this phenomenon. Only two reports have attempted to discover the extent of

underage csa in Australia. 
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In Bridging the Gap (1997) and Youth for Sale (1998), Child Wise recommended: 

• Funded outreach services

• Training for workers in commercial sexual exploitation of children and at risk youth.

Training also in family support to prevent family breakdown

• Appropriate accommodation 

• Youth specific service provision in the areas of skill development for young people

including education, employment assistance, health education

• Harm minimisation / protective skills development programs 

The research advocated that government and policy makers need to be mindful of the

existence of underage csa and its wide impacts when they design policy (Child Wise, Martyn 1998;

Child Wise, Fitzgerald 1997).

After almost twenty years of research into csa of young people in Australia and the

recommendations on policy and services, Child Wise has investigated the current situation

of young people in sex work to see what progress has been made. Speaking for Themselves
confirms Child Wise’s earlier findings that these young people remain overlooked. Services

have not been implemented and young people are still entering csa for the same reasons,

experience the same cycle of risk and abuse and are still calling for improved services 

and support.  
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Well all my stations have been running blank

Don’t you know my world has been one big wank

So to the lords of sin I’ve been giving my things

My prescriptions have come for free

In packs of ever

Courtesy of Lucifer’s Pharmacy

Where headaches are twice the price of my thrills

I’m telling all these people it’s the littlest things that kill…

It’s this that breaks your will

It’s just a little thing but it makes me ill

So such a little pill, but it breaks my will…

So such a little pill, but it may makes me kill

Skins been sunken and my eyes are loaded

I just keep on aching and then I blow it

No I’m never going to let you go

Until my final show

‘Cause all my stations have been run on blank

Don’t you know my world has been one big wank

So to the lords of sin I’ve been giving my things

My prescriptions have come for free

In packs of ever

Courtesy of Lucifer’s Pharmacy

Feels like here to eternity

It’s from here to eternity

Feels like here to eternity

It’s from here to eternity

When the devil comes to undress me

Will the angels set me free?

Lucifer’s Pharmacy
Song lyrics written by PC

Choose a wish

Guide the dream

Pick a wishing star

Where all your hopes and spirits

Soar high and free, but far

Reach for the unreachable

Stretch to touch the sky

For those who never dare to dream

Can make a wish come true

Poem by Amber



Research into young people’s csa in Australia has seldom addressed services and support

needs that the young people themselves identify. Despite twenty years of investigation

into young people’s csa and their reasons for becoming involved, as well as the lack of

services supporting long term opportunities, little has changed. Child Wise believes it is

important to hear from young people themselves about the current situation of underage

sex work; the issues they face and their suggestions for improved services and support.

In promoting young people’s rights and participation, Child Wise offered young people

the opportunity to speak, be heard and play an active role in defining their experiences,

needs and views. Speaking for Themselves was based on young people’s involvement

and participation with their views determining the outcomes of the project.

The research was based on semi-structured interviews, allowing participants to shape the

areas and issues discussed. All participants chose to take part in the project and as the

interviews were conducted, the comments of the young people helped Child Wise

constantly review the research process.

Child Wise advocates a rights-based approach in all our work with young people, which

abides by the United Nation’s Convention of the Rights of a Child (CRC), specifically Article

12 (1989) that

affirms that children are full-fledged persons who have the right to express their 
views in all matters affecting them and requires that those views be heard and
given due weight in accordance with the child’s age and maturity. It recognises
the potential of children to enrich decision-making processes, to share perspectives
and to participate as citizens and actors of change. (UNICEF, http://www.unicef.org/crc/crc.htm).
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Interviews
The interviews focused on why young people undertake csa and their needs and views

regarding services and service delivery. The interviews were semi-structured. Base

quantitative questions addressed age, gender, family contact, and income details but most

questions were open-ended to encourage qualitative dialogue between interviewer and

interviewee [see appendix A]. This enabled the young people to lead the interview and

freely express issues that were important and relevant to them. Without this approach,

some issues relevant to the young people would not have surfaced.

Child Wise paid a $50 sitting fee to the interviewees. All interviewees signed a consent

form ensuring that they understood the project and were aware of how the information

they provided would be used. Child Wise will provide the Speaking for Themselves report

to the participants if they are able to be located [see appendix B]. 

Child Wise was aware of the sensitive nature of this research and acknowledged the

difficulty young people experienced in telling their stories. Understandably, participants

found it difficult at times to share their stories. Therefore Child Wise ensured that it was

up to the young person to decide how much they felt they could offer, and interviewers

endeavoured to support them in this process. The interviewers were experienced in

working with marginalised youth and in the area of csa.

As well as gaining valuable information from the participants, Child Wise provided them

with resources and support information. Resource information included being directed to

appropriate counselling, health (mental and physical), legal and other support. All interviews

were confidential. The name of the interviewees have been changed for publication.

In addition to speaking about their experiences and expressing their views on underage csa,

some young people chose to communicate through poetry and songwriting [see poetry
and songs - pages 23 & 67]. These have been included in this report. 
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Recruiting participants
Speaking for Themselves was advertised through a wide range of service providers and

workers who have contact with young people on a regular basis. Many of the interviews

took place at a needle exchange, as young people would often call in there regularly. 

Most of the participants were recruited as a result of their visits to the exchange. 

The researchers also spent time on outreach food and health buses that target marginalised

people in order to approach young people who use these services.

Child Wise researchers spent many late nights walking the streets in known areas of csa

in Melbourne (St Kilda, inner city Melbourne) also less well known areas such as Footscray

and Collingwood, seeking to inform and interest young people in the project. Child Wise

workers approached street sex workers in St Kilda and disseminated flyers and information

to both older and underage workers. Child Wise posted flyers in windows of game parlours

and cafes in areas in which the target group spend time. Young people were also made

aware of the project by flyers posted on notice boards at the venues of service providers.

Child Wise set up a mobile phone number specifically as a contact point for young people

interested in taking part in the interviews. Young people could phone at any time and

arrange to meet Child Wise workers and be interviewed. Interviews were conducted at 

a time and place that best suited the young person.

Peer networking was a highly effective strategy to gain access to young people. Due to the

participatory, non-threatening interview process, young people were inclined to encourage

other young people to take part.

Child Wise recruited thirty young people to participate in Speaking for Themselves.
Researchers sought young people under the age of 18 years, who were sex-working for

money or exchanging sex for favours, or adults up to the age of 29 years who had practiced

sex work or used sex for favours while underage.
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Consultation with government 
and non-government organisations 
Child Wise sought the expertise of a wide variety of service providers on the issue of

underage csa in the development of the project and in its implementation. Child Wise also

undertook to investigate the needs and requests of young people, from an informed position

regarding which services were available to them. By choosing to work with agencies that

had contact in a variety of ways with young people, service provision needs were assessed

from a number of perspectives.

Throughout the research project, Child Wise also met with workers who have contact with

at risk young people on a regular basis. This enabled Child Wise to investigate additional

actual and anecdotal information on underage sex work. The workers with whom we met

were from a number of different organisations, including those working in the Department

of Human Services (DHS), other welfare organisations, health workers and police. 

In addition, Child Wise contacted and spoke to outreach workers. Their views and advice

assisted us in making contact with underage people practicing csa on the streets.

Findings from this research will be presented to government and non-government

organisations to advocate for a policy framework for young people involved in sex work

and the cycle of high risk activities and for increased targeted immediate and long 

term services.
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Scope and limitations
The researchers did endeavour to listen to a broad spectrum of young people, dispersed

in many areas of Victoria. However, our research eventually focused on the inner city and

St Kilda areas. The reason was the difficulty in finding ways to disseminate information

to young people who may be undertaking csa in areas of outer and eastern Melbourne

where the practice is considered to be much more hidden. 

Another reason it is difficult to access young people undertaking csa is that underage sex

work is illegal. Some young people undertaking sex work or sex for favours were hesitant

to speak out about their experiences for fear of being charged with a criminal offence or

reported to protective services. They wish to remain hidden to avoid being sent back either

to an abusive home life or to the care system from which they had removed themselves.

However, peer network information did assist in making some young people feel

comfortable to contact Child Wise and be interviewed.

Contact was made with the majority of participants when they accessed the local needle

exchange. This may have impacted on research outcomes by over-emphasising the level

of drug use among underage sex workers. However, Child Wise believes that the sample

group that participated in Speaking for Themselves represents marginalised underage

sex workers because the outcomes of Speaking for Themselves reinforce those of

previous research.
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Summary
Child Wise interviewed thirty young people, ranging in age from 16 to 29 years. All of the

participants had started sex-working between the ages of 12 and 16 years. The average

time the participants had been sex-working was five years. Research participants were

interviewed in St Kilda and the inner city of Melbourne. Many of them travelled from

other parts of Melbourne to work in these areas, which are known for street sex work. 

Participants reported that they undertook sex work as a way to make money in a short

period of time. They needed income either because they were too young to obtain

government benefits or because they were unable to survive on the amount provided by

the government.

The participants’ involvement in sex work links to a number of high risk factors. These are

homelessness, drug addiction, exposure to violence and related health risks. All participants

had backgrounds of difficulty within their family home. This led some into the state care

system and others into living on the streets.

The time that participants entered the care system or began living on the streets was

when friends they met introduced them to drugs and sex work. These friends were in

similar life situations, dealing with similar issues. Participants also reported leaving the

education system at an early age, as they found staying at school difficult due unstable

family backgrounds and homelessness.

Some participants undertook sex for favours before paid sex work. Initially, these

participants said they exchanged sex for accommodation, food and drugs. They then

learned they could earn money by sex-working.
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Participants voiced a need for a 24-hour drop-in centre and 24-hour outreach services

that work with the issues young people nominate as important. They also want to have

some autonomy and control concerning the issues they are facing. They want to be

acknowledged for owning their own experiences, and they requested that service workers

have a respectful, non-judgmental approach. They do not appreciate, or use, services that

enforce secure lock-up for those underage. 

Older participants said that young people needed appropriate intervention strategies to

help prevent young people becoming entrenched in a cycle of high risk behaviours. The

target point of such intervention was the moment a young person was removed from

or left their family home due to difficulties. Consistent, individual support at this time

was also regarded as extremely important for the development of self-esteem and

positive behaviour patterns. 

Participants said that a second point of intervention, was before young people have their

first hit of heroin or begin to use drugs heavily. Being drug dependent overrides the

possibility of functioning on a low income and integrating into general society.

All participants said they would like to stop using drugs. Many expressed a need for

housing and safety. All of the participants expressed interest in furthering their education

so that they could get ‘normal jobs’. 
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All of the participants require a substantial income because they were supporting drug

habits that cost them up to $900 per day. Participants saw sex work as one of few

available alternatives for earning an income, and they preferred sex work as an alternative

to drug-dealing and other crimes. All workers abide by set prices. However, they also

reported that some female workers are dropping their prices to get work, due to the

growing number of female workers and increased competition. 

Participants wait in designated areas to attract clients. They report working in parked cars,

parks and occasionally hotel rooms. Some participants said they have some regular clients

who occasionally buy them gifts. Sometimes clients will drive participants home after

working and they also pre-arrange to pick them up near their homes for a job. 

Child Wise made contact with many of the participants at the local needle exchange in 

St Kilda. Sex workers would come there to collect condoms and syringes before and

during work. 

The types of services participants reported using focus largely on harm minimisation.

Examples are non-judgmental services that provide necessities such as needles and

syringes, food and shower facilities, clothing, crisis accommodation and health advice.

Participants said they would like more services of this nature, particularly for people under

the age of 18. All participants appreciated the needle exchange service for its non-

judgmental approach.

Participants younger than 18 years of age said that they do not, or are hesitant to, try to

gain access to services because they are afraid of being picked up by authorities and put

into the state care system. They preferred to risk their safety while sex-working rather

than be put into the system. The reason for this was that they feared the conditions in care

and preferred to maintain some level of personal control over their lives. 
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Lehanne
Lehanne (23 years) started sex-working in Perth when she was 15. She left Perth due to

family problems, but she plans to return there because she feels the Perth clientele are

better. ‘They don’t prey on the fact that you’re addicted [to heroin] and don’t prey
on your vulnerabilities … you would do anything when you’re hanging out.’

Kelly
Kelly (20 years) was born in Sydney, and has been homeless since she was 13. ‘I left home
at 13 and have been on my own ever since. I’ve survived – just.’ Kelly spent her

adolescence in and out of gaol for theft. It was in gaol that she learned of sex work in 

St Kilda.

Heath
Heath (18 years) ran away from home when he was 10 due to abuse and was put into

state care in Queensland. He ran away from care and came to Melbourne at 13 years old.

From here, he was introduced to sex work by some mates he met on the streets.

Stacey
Stacey is 19 and has been sex-working in St Kilda since she was 15 years old. She lives

with her parents in the suburbs of Melbourne and travels across town to work every

evening to support her heroin habit. Stacey either gets a taxi home or relies on her last

customer to drive her home. 

At what age did participants begin sex work?
Four participants began sex-working and / or exchanging sex for favours as young as the

age of 12. Twenty-six participants started sex work between the ages of 13 and 16. Some

participants reported having worked regularly ever since they started at an early age. One

participant began at 12 years old and was still working regularly at 29 years of age. Others

said they fell in and out of sex work, depending on whether or not they needed the money.

They found they needed to sex work when they were particularly reliant on drugs and

needed to subsidise their addictions.
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About the participants 
Gender and ethnicity
Of the thirty participants, there were twenty-one female and nine males. Twenty-nine

were from anglosaxon backgrounds with one indigenous Australian.

Age of participants

Where participants were born
The majority of the young people interviewed came from Victoria. Many were from the

inner city of Melbourne, while others came from surrounding regions. A number of

participants had travelled from interstate to Melbourne. All participants interviewed sex

worked out of the St Kilda and inner city areas. These are recognised as areas where csa

is undertaken. Sex workers can also obtain free condoms and needles from service providers

or from outreach buses in these areas.
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Age in years No. of participants

16 1

17 2

18 4

19 5

20 1

21 5

23 4

24 3

25 2

26 1

27 1

29 1

‘Look, I ran away 
from my mum when 

I was 12 … I had just 
started high school and 

I never went back … 
I made a few friends 
on the street, I had 

my first hit of heroin 
and then I started 

[sex work] after that.’
– Candy (19 years)



Kelly
Kelly says she chose to leave home at the age of 13 because of arguments with her

parents. Kelly has been transient and staunchly independent ever since. Kelly says it was

her decision to leave her home. She said that things could have been different for her if

she had stayed at home. Kelly, who is now 20 years of age, heard about sex-working when

she was in gaol at age 15. After leaving gaol, Kelly felt she had nowhere to go. ‘There was
no way of surviving, so I had to come down here, and it’s been like that ever since.’
Although Kelly has been on Youth Allowance since the age of 14, she says she has not

been able to survive on that income alone. As the conversation with Kelly developed some

painful experiences emerged. Kelly appeared to be detached from these experiences. She

spoke pragmatically about her independence and lack of need for assistance from anyone. 

How and why participants started csa 
All of the participants spoke of experiencing abuse (sexual, physical and neglect) in

childhood either in the family or the state care system or both. They all spoke of this abuse

as having a major impact on their lives and the choices they subsequently made in relation

to engaging in high risk behaviours. 

Sixteen out of the thirty participants had been in the state care system, with one female

being a part of the care system on and off from 6 months of age. Of those who had not

been in care, thirteen had left home prior to undertaking sex work. Those who left home in

their early teens spoke of leaving abusive family homes and feeling safer out on the streets.

‘I left home at 14. I just went to school one day and never went home. I was sick
of being abused by my father, physically and emotionally. So, [I] got put into DHS
hostels. Through them I got into drugs and that.’ – Shelly (25 years)
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Jen
Jen began sex-working at the age of 13. She had run away from state care and was living

with her boyfriend at the time. She had her first experience of heroin at age 12. After their

money ran out, they needed an income to survive. Jen decided to start sex-working for

both of them. 

Stacey
At the age of 15, she and her boyfriend needed money to maintain their lifestyles. Her

boyfriend was older and introduced Stacey to the idea. ‘We were just walking in 
St Kilda and a car pulled over and he just told me to do it … I just hopped in the
car and done it.’ 

Talia
Talia left home at the age of 14 to escape abuse. She began street sex-working soon after

she met some other workers who showed her how make some money out of what she

had been doing for food and accommodation. These same people advised Talia to stay

clear of services, as authorities would take her and either send her home or place her in

care. Neither were options Talia wanted. 

Tim
Tim left his foster home because his foster father was ‘fiddling with him’. Tim met some

people on the streets who introduced him to sex-working. After surviving by exchanging

sex for accommodation and food for a short period, Tim saw this as a better option.

Jeanie
Jeanie was introduced to heroin around the same time she was introduced to sex work.

At 14 years old she ran away from home and started hanging out with a group of young

people in the city. An older friend of these people started introducing Jeanie to visiting

clients from overseas. They would take her to hotel rooms and pay around $1000 for

sexual services. This older friend would take her money but buy her food and clothing and

allow her to live in his home. He would also supply her with heroin. By the age of 16,

Jeanie was a ‘full-blown junkie’.
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Participants reported that, after entering the system, they were placed with a number of

others who had also come from difficult backgrounds. All were dealing with a variety 

of issues. Participants said that, at this point, they were exposed to a range of harmful

activities, such as drug abuse, sex work and violence. They stated a desire for appropriate

support at this time.

‘They put you in there with other people that are just as bad as you are and expect
you not to mix with them but, of course, you’re gonna mix with them. Then they
wonder why you go out and use drugs with them and stuff, not come home.’ 
– Amanda (18 years)

Often, participants reported being moved around the system from residential units 

to boarding houses and hostels. This increased their sense of isolation and loneliness.

Without ongoing and consistent support, and being placed among others in this situation,

they relied on peers for a sense of belonging and family. These peers were taking drugs and

engaging in criminal activities.

Some participants had access to a number of workers for different issues throughout their

time in the care system. These workers were counsellors, drug and alcohol workers and

accommodation workers. Each had a specific issue on which they worked. Still, participants

said, they felt a sense of isolation. Even with these supports, all participants reported that

they had needed someone with whom to talk, be listened to and supported by.

‘Even when I was at the hostel I sometimes wished I had stayed at home … Do you
know what I mean … They never offered us any services. Then I found out about
[sex] working and I got to make my own money … you know?’ – Shelly (25 years)
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Participants reported that the state care system was a dominant factor that led them

eventually to undertake sex work. These participants blamed the system for their

exposure, while in care, to a number of risk factors and emotional problems. The support

given to the participants in care was lacking or inappropriate. Two participants, out of the

sixteen in care, had been sexually abused by care workers. For one girl, this directly linked

her into sex work, as she felt that this was all she was good for. 

‘I just thought I had to get used to it. I might as well get paid for it, ’cause they
were all getting it for free anyway. I didn’t wanna do it, but I had to get used to it.
Thought I might as well get paid for it.’ – Cheire (23 years)

When they entered the system, participants reported already having ongoing issues that

stemmed from their difficult backgrounds. These issues arose from the emotional rupture

of being taken from their families due to some form of abuse and / or neglect. Some

participants had witnessed violence within their families; others had been victims of

violence themselves. They were experiencing trauma related to these issues.

‘Dad used to punch the shit out of mum all the time, and I accidentally slapped me
missus the other day – ’cause I’d had heaps of pills. I feel really bad. I see my reflection
– it’s the scariest thing – because I do look like my father.’ – Simon (24 years)

Child Wise: When did you first get put into the system? Why were you put in?

Cheire: ’Cause me dad couldn’t look after us five kids and mum left.
Child Wise: Why not? Was he mistreating you?

Cheire: Yeh, but that wasn’t the reason, they didn’t know about that.

A dominant theme for those interviewed was the feeling of despair at being removed

from their families and the abuse / neglect that caused their removal. Others felt despair at

their parents giving them up because they were unable to care for them. Participants felt

that their behaviour was an ongoing result of the trauma experienced in their backgrounds

that was not appropriately addressed at that point in their lives.
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Sarah does have a drug and alcohol counsellor and speaks highly of him, as she

feels comfortable to talk to him about anything. However, this counsellor is not

available at the times that she needs him most. Sarah would recommend 24-hour

outreach workers that she could call at any time when needing support. 

Sarah talks about knowing some 13 and 14 year olds out on the street. She worries

that they will not use condoms and become infected with a sexually transmitted

disease (STD). Sarah has herpes. She manages this by having intravenous therapy. 

Sarah has used an employment assistance service provider and appreciated this

service. She liked the way she could go there and have the ‘run of the place’ and

use the facilities (computers etc.) when and if she wanted to. Sarah also appreciated

the relaxed way of learning encouraged at this service outlet. She could take herself

outside for a cigarette when she wanted to. She could even have some informal

information sharing with the teacher who joined her outside.

Cheire was brought up in state care. She says she was repeatedly abused by a

number of workers throughout her life in state care. One of the workers was

charged for sexually abusing her at the age of 13. Cheire has been compensated

$20,000 for this, but she feels this amount is no where close to compensating 

her for what she has been through. She has attempted to charge other workers 

for abusing her. These charges have been unsuccessful. Cheire has a history of

self-harm.

Cheire started sex-working at 16 years.  
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Cheire

Sarah was removed from her family at the age of 13 after running away from

home. On returning to her home after some time on the streets, DHS came to take

her into care. Her parents ‘handed me over to ’em’. From then, until she was

18 years old, Sarah was moved from hostel to hostel by DHS. After that, she was

on her own. 

By this time Sarah had a child. Her daughter had been removed from her

immediately because she had a drug habit. Her daughter is now in state care.

Sarah uses a number of supports. She is still in contact with her DHS worker (who

is also her daughter’s worker) as well as drug and alcohol counsellors and a housing

worker – all from DHS. As well as this, she gets assistance from St Vincent De Paul,

who bring her boxes of food when she needs them. Sarah acknowledges the work

these people have done for her, but she does not feel her core emotional needs have

been met.

Sarah showed a clear desire for support. She spoke about suffering from depression

and feeling isolated and alone. It seems she has felt this way for most of her life.

Clear evidence of sadness surrounded her being removed from her family home at

age 13 and because her mother gave her away to DHS. She expressed how painful

this was for her, and says that ‘tough love’ is not the answer. She voiced a need for

someone to keep trying, keep supporting, unconditionally. 
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Sarah

‘I’d love to talk to someone who would say 
“don’t do it” [referring to wanting to take drugs], 
or just to have someone to talk to when I’m 
depressed, have a shoulder to lean on.’ 



periods of time. Being unaware of many other options that were quite so lucrative, they

decided to start sex-working themselves.

Participants reported that it is common for girls to start by spotting for a friend before

trying it themselves. While spotting for friends, participants reported being approached by

potential customers and eventually deciding to do it themselves. A couple of participants

said they first worked to repay a friend who had supported their drug-taking with money

they had earned by sex-working.

‘My girlfriend, we were using, I just come with her, and people kept pulling over
[saying] “would you like some work?”,  and I’d say no for the first couple of nights,
and then one night I thought: “oh yeah, look how much money she’s making, maybe
I can make it”. And then I did my first job, and then that was it …’ – Pamela (23 years)

‘A friend told me about it … the first six months I was just spotting for her and I used
to get asked all the time. One day I said yes, hah, stupidest thing I’ve ever done.’
– Amanda (18 years; started sex-working at 14 years)

Two participants reported being introduced to sex work by an older female friend. For Mel,

who has been sex-working for seventeen years, an older female took her into her home

after she had escaped an abusive home life. Soon after, the older female took her down

to St Kilda to earn rent to pay her way. She was 12 years old. 

‘I am still to this day getting over those feelings of when those cars pulled up.’ 
– Mel (29 years)

Kelly considered sex-working while she was in gaol. Other people in gaol directed her to key

areas where she could earn money after leaving gaol. Kelly felt she had few options when

she was released. There appeared to be a lack of support in the gaol system for participants

after leaving gaol.

Five girls were introduced to sex work by their boyfriends so that they could earn money

to support both of them. In some cases, their boyfriend took the money they earned from

this experience.
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Education
Many of the participants left school at an early age. Six out of the sixteen left school

around the time they entered the state system. Some found it difficult to cope with the

institution of school life because they lacked consistency in other areas of their lives. They

found it difficult to concentrate and meet learning requirements.

Some participants had only completed primary school. Five participants had successfully

completed Year 6 of their education, three had completed Year 8 and eleven had completed

up to Year 9. Five had made it through to Year 10 and five of the participants attended

Years 11 and 12, with two successfully completing their Year 12 exams. Several of the

participants had completed tertiary education with one participant completing a degree

in Accounting, another completing a TAFE course in Child Care and Hospitality and another

had achieved an Associate Diploma in Social Science (Child Care). 

Leaving home and state care
This research shows that participants began to engage in sex work soon after they hit the

streets after leaving home or while within the state care system. At this point, some

participants started exchanging sex for favours. Accommodation, a bed for the night, 

or drugs would be exchanged for sex. For participants in this situation, it did not take long

to realise that they could earn money from selling sex, and they began to frequent areas

like St Kilda and the inner city to engage in csa. The overriding theme linking participants

to sex-working was the desire to procure an income for survival. Their survival was

dependent on what they saw as their most important needs. For those who were homeless,

access to food and shelter were most important. For others, their drug addictions were

the primary reasons. For many it was both. 

Participants said they heard about key areas for sex-working through friends and

acquaintances they met who were in similar situations. These people introduced them to

sex work as a way of earning money to survive. They were shown specific places to go.

Some discovered sex work by being out with people who decided spontaneously to work

for immediate income. They learned they could earn large amounts of money in short 
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‘I heard about 
St Kilda through 
gaol. So I came 
down here after

…and there was no 
way of surviving 
so I had to come 

down here. It’s been 
like that ever since. 
And then I got into 

the speed …’
– Kelly (20 years)

‘I was trying to do my
schooling and be on drugs
and [sex] working and
keeping him happy
[boyfriend], you know?
And that’s why I just
ended up leaving school
‘cause I couldn’t do it.’
– Shelly (25 years)



Shelly
Drugs and sex work 
‘I think the underage ones – the reason you can’t help them is that they’ve just
started using. When you start using you go through a cycle; you get off on it. You
love it, you love the drug, you love the scene, you love the people. You think
everyone else is wrong. Then you go through the stage when you wanna try and get
off it and you get a little bit of help … you can’t help someone who doesn’t want
to be helped.’ – Pamela (23 years)

Undertaking sex work to subsidise a drug habit was a dominant theme to emerge in this

research. Some participants were supporting a drug habit that cost between $150 and

$900 a day. 

One of the participants started using heroin at the age of 10. Six of the participants were

using some form of drug before the age of 12. Nine out of those interviewed had been

using heroin since the age of 13. By the age of 14, sixteen participants had used heroin

and considered themselves addicts. Most participants interviewed had been addicted 

to heroin for a number of years. Now, deeply entrenched in this lifestyle, they found it

difficult to imagine a way out. 

‘Benzo’s, strong psych medication and they would just knock me. I was stealing them
off my auntie and shit when I was 11.’ – Lehanne (23 years)

‘I never really got into the drugs until I was 14. That was after I was taken and put
away [at Alambie]. I had my first hit of heroin at 13 almost 14 just after I was let
out.’ – Mel (29 years)

‘I was actually chroming when I was 13, and then I hit the choof and then I hit the
heroin – had my first wack and went, “oh, I like that”.  Now I can’t stop.’ – Sarah (19 years)

Simon (24 years) started sex work at the age of 14. He had his first experience of heroin

at 13 years. He started csa when his friend told him he could ‘suck cock for rock’.
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Shelly started sex work at the age of 16. She had been in and out of state care since

the age of 6 months. Her cousin had been sexually abusing her, and her parents

refused to help her. Shelly had been exposed to violence while living with her

parents. Her father would repeatedly beat her mother. Shelly finally left her family

for good at the age of 14, when she went to school and refused to return home to

the violence. After that, she went into state care.

At 15 Shelly and a friend started hanging around a group of older males in St Kilda.

One of them became her boyfriend. He was addicted to heroin. He introduced

Shelly to heroin. Soon after, he introduced her to sex work. ‘He sort of just brought
me out here and showed me the ropes. I was using drugs before that, but only
dabbling, but after that I started working and using …’

During this time, Shelly would give all her earnings to her boyfriend, and he would

supply her with drugs and food and a place to stay. They were together for eight

years, until finally she managed to leave him. After that, Shelly found herself in 

a violent relationship, from which she escaped after spending some time in a

women’s refuge.

At 25 years, Shelly is finally beginning to emerge from a cycle of high risk

behaviours that stem from a history of abuse. She is currently on the methadone

program and has stopped sex work.
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‘All I wanted was my father to say “I love you”, 
but because he didn’t I got all these men to say it, 
and when they did it was like “I will do anything 
you want, I will worship you.” ’ 



Many considered sex work their only alternative for income generation as their only other

income was Youth Allowance ($318.50 per fortnight) or Newstart ($389.20 per fortnight).

Some were on disability pensions for their heroin addiction ($470 per fortnight). For those

supporting habits, government allowances were not enough. For those interviewed, paying

for drugs was their first priority. Drugs came before accommodation, clothing and food.

For some, their drug addiction had resulted in homelessness, lack of food and clothing and

exposure to violence and health risks.

For those under 16 years of age, there is no financial support available from the government.

They have the choice of entering the state care system or surviving by other means. 

Twenty of the participants had tried a detox program at some point. Some did not

complete the program at all, and others found they were unable to stay clean after

completing a detox program. The reasons for this varied. Some reported difficulty in staying

clean when exposed to drugs in areas in which they lived or by people with whom they

were spending time. Others spoke of returning to their addictions as a result of experiencing

some trauma. One young woman said she had detoxed in gaol, but she started using

again on her first day out. After leaving gaol she contacted a friend and, within hours, that

friend suggested they ‘get on’. This young person said she was too scared to detox again,

as it had been a very difficult and painful experience. Her experience in gaol had been cold

turkey, alone, without support. 

Many expressed how agonising it was for them to experience hanging out. One girl said

that when hanging out she would do almost anything for a hit and due to her desperation

to score, had placed herself in some extremely dangerous and vulnerable sex work

situations: ‘cause you’re vulnerable, you would do anything practically when you’re
like that.’ – Lehanne (23 years)

The four who had managed successfully to detox off illegal drugs claimed to struggle

without some sort of chemical assistance and would use legal or prescribed medication

to cope. Two had managed to break the cycle of sex work after moving from heroin to

legal drugs that were cheaper. Two continued sex-working occasionally, as they fell in and

out of controlled management of their addiction. 
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Many participants interviewed had decided to try sex work for the first time while they

were under the influence of drugs. The participants spoke of the need to ‘get on’ to be

able to work, but they also said that the main reason for sex-working was to earn enough

to maintain their habit. 

All the participants struggled with an addiction to drugs, specifically heroin. All of them

are currently using some form of drug, with four participants currently in a methadone

program. Twenty-five of the participants started using drugs prior to commencing sex

work. Twenty-three of the participants said there was a direct correlation between their

initial drug intake and their need to start sex-working. Most participants reported being

on drugs, or under the influence of alcohol, when they first tried sex work. After the first

experience, they found they could do it. They continued, when they needed, to turn to sex

work to make money quickly. All of the participants said that drugs were the main reason

that they were still involved in sex work. 

‘Drugs, just drugs, that’s the only reason, otherwise I’d never do it. I’ve never had any
enjoyment out of it. I’ve been raped from it.’ – Rebecca (21 years)

‘Heroin. I wouldn’t be doing this [sex work] if it wasn’t for that. There’s no way any
straight person would be doing this. Not on the street, you wouldn’t, no way.’
– Pamela (23 years)

‘All my earnings, when I go out there at night time, end up just going up my arm,
and I come home with nothing.’ – Sarah (19 years)

Participants reported using a variety of drugs, including marijuana, speed, ecstasy, alcohol

and prescription drugs, as well as practising chroming. The two most common drugs were

speed and heroin. Heroin was the drug most commonly given as the reason participants

initially tried sex-working. The struggle with a drug addiction was the main reason all the

participants continued to participate in csa. Those interviewed at the needle exchange

reported undertaking sex work to earn enough to pay for their drug addiction and basic

daily needs.  
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‘I hated it [sex work]!
It was horrible! Of course
everyone hates it. No one
likes doing it. It’s disgusting.
It’s all a big cycle …’
– Kelly (20 years)
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‘I just gotta kick my heroin habit … I had a double dose of methadone today, but I
still feel like I’m hangin out a bit. I get nausea. I have anxiety attacks. My doctor
won’t prescribe Xanax anymore.’ – Simon (24 years)

‘When I am on methadone I don’t work. I don’t even think about having a shot. I go
back onto normal mode and, at the moment, I really want to give up drugs, but with
what I am going through, and because I have been using them for so long, my pain,
I couldn’t do it without methadone.’ – Mel (29 years)

Participants reported that the physical ramifications of drug use worried them. Unhealthy

skin, lack of nourishment and a weak immune system were said to be problem issues.

Rotting teeth was an ongoing and painful affliction caused by heroin and methadone for

many. Collapsed and damaged veins due to injecting were mentioned as another physical

result of injecting. For one girl, almost all the veins in her body had collapsed due to injecting

heroin for six years. At 18, she had been injecting heroin since the age of 12. Those who

reported overdosing on drugs had done so a number of times. Many participants reported

having had friends and boyfriends who had died of an overdose.

‘I’ve actually OD’d [overdosed] twelve times, five times this year. Got told my heart
stopped four times within those times. And one time I was admitted to hospital.’ 
– Sarah (19 years) 

Older participants, who had been sex-working to support a drug habit for many years,

expressed despair at how deeply entrenched in a cycle of addiction and desperation they

felt. All older participants said they would advise underage people against embarking on

drug use. All of them said that the reasons for them being out on the streets sex-working

was being introduced to drugs at a young age.
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Amanda started using drugs at 12 years old, when she was placed into the care

system after her mother committed suicide. After entering the care system Amanda

made friends with other young people in the residential units. Together they

developed relationships with a network of drug users in the city. At 14 Amanda

started sex-working to finance her heroin habit.

She frequented a local gaming institution, where she approached older men to trade

oral sex for money. This occurred mostly in public toilets. Occasionally she would

go up to their rooms with them. Soon after, a friend told her about sex-working 

in St Kilda. At first she spent time down there spotting for her friend. During

that time Amanda would often be approached to participate in csa. After about six

months she decided to try it. For the first two years Amanda only did oral sex, but

after that she started having sex with clients for money. 

Amanda now works every day to earn enough to pay her rent and support 

a heroin habit for both herself and her boyfriend. Amanda’s boyfriend does not

work. She resents risking her safety and health, standing out on street corners

every night, while her boyfriend sits at home. Amanda does not want to be in this

relationship at all, but she is dependent on her boyfriend to assist her in injecting

heroin her into a vein in the back of her neck. This is the only vein available, as

almost all the veins in her body have collapsed due to overuse.

Amanda has tried to get off heroin but has been unsuccessful. She has been using

since the age of 12. She is currently on Newstart Allowance and is in the process

of applying for a disability pension due to her heroin addiction. Amanda says she

would like to do something different with her life. She would like to try graphic

design, as she has an interest in creative pursuits. To do this she would have to give

up drugs, but she is not ready to take that step. 

‘They say it’s life but 
it’s not … It kills me …
seeing this shit happen 
to people … I actually 
ended up living on the
street because of heroin 
use. That’s how hard core 
it is. It’s not that hard 
core at the time, because
you’re sort of having 
fun with it, until you 
realise you’re fucked.’
– Nadine (20 years)

Amanda
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She spoke about the futility of her situation and expressed a desire to 

Amanda blames her time in state care for how her life is now. She feels she had

very little chance, while within the care system, of having a good life and having

access to things that would help her to develop her individual skills. She left school

almost as soon as she was put into care. Amanda says she got nothing out of

counselling, saying that she just did not feel her counsellors understood her.

Amanda states that a child in her circumstance has very little chance after being

placed, at such a young age, among other young people from similarly difficult

backgrounds.

Amanda also felt rejection by and isolation from care workers. She thinks workers

should display more compassion for young people in her situation.

The impacts of sex work on young people 
Vulnerability and exposure to violence
Participants said that they felt isolated, vulnerable and exposed to violence. They did not

have a safe place to take their clients to undertake sex work. The isolation underage

participants have experienced on the streets has resulted in emotional detachment 

to such an extent that they no longer associate with others at all. Only two participants

had any contact with family. Isolation and the lack of specific service provision makes

it difficult for young people to become aware of potentially dangerous situations, other

than through experience.

Stacey: I don’t talk to any of the other girls.
Child Wise: Do you talk to anyone about what you do?

Stacey: No.
Child Wise: Do you have any friends?

Stacey: Not really.
Child Wise: It must be difficult being isolated and on your own. 

Would it help to have people out there asking if you need anything?

Stacey: Not really. Like, what can you do?

Participants say they are exposed to a range of possible violent situations. Violence from

customers is an integral aspect of street sex work. Nearly all of the participants had

experienced rape and other violence at least once since they started working. Others had

narrowly escaped a potentially dangerous situation. They said that the violence towards

street sex workers often is extreme and life threatening. Violence towards young people

will often go unreported, as they are afraid of being caught themselves and being sent

back to their homes or into state care.

All participants reported rape, beatings and robbery. Participants also reported experiencing

abuse from passers by, while others had things thrown out of car windows at them.

‘stop using, have a normal life, not to have to worry 
about this shit everyday – how I’m gonna get my 
next hit. To not have to worry about standing out 
on the corner every night, freezing cold. To not worry
whether I’m gonna get work. I just want to be normal.’

‘It was still hell, I was 
still scared shitless. 

But that was life at the
time. Things go around 
in circles, that’s what it

feels like to me. Feels like 
I haven’t done anything 
for the past seven years.’ 

– Nadine (20 years)
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‘Last year I was abducted and tortured in St Kilda. There were five people involved:
two females and three males. I was held for 24 hours. The things they made me do
… I managed to escape the next morning and lucky I did because they were going
to bury me.’ – Mel (29 years)

‘I have had really bad times here. I’ve been traumatised down here bad. I had to stop
work for about a year … I was gang raped by five blokes, with a gun to my head. I
was dragged in the car by four, so it was really bad. I went through the rape team
with the police, and so that stopped me working for a while. I just had an incident
a couple of nights ago where we were doing a job. He had a motel so we went to
a motel. But he took the condom off, and I kept saying – “no, no” – but he ended
up doing it against my will. I ended up reporting him, and the cops are sorting that
out now. But it surprised me – I come back out the next night after that happened.
Where as when that other incident happened, I wouldn’t come back for a long time.’
– Pamela (23 years)

Pamela was worried that she could not remember the first time she sex worked. She had

blocked this from her memory, and she said this confused her. Pamela also expressed

confusion at why, after her second experience of rape, she had returned to sex work the

following evening. After her first experience of rape, she had felt unable to sex work for 

a long time. This time she felt less emotionally attached to her experience. 

Some people feel that, because of their inexperience, young people are targeted by

customers. Kelly, a 23 year old worker, says she is approached weekly by men asking for

very young workers. ‘People ask me for 12 year olds, and I just say I don’t know where
to find them … it is just like handing over my sister to them. It’s no good ... there
are some dirty men out there mate! Yeah, very dirty.’ 

Tim, a 16 year old boy, had a black eye when interviewed. He had been beaten the night

before by a client. Another spoke of his experience of being bashed and raped and waking

up in a dumpster bin, drugged and groggy. ‘I just crawled out of there, and he had
actually stuck money in my pocket, so I went and got on and just got over it. Cried
to this hooker, she said: “pull yourself together.” – Peter (26 years)

Dangers for younger workers
Participants said that younger sex workers were being beaten up and having their money

stolen by older workers. Participants expressed the view that underage people are not

supported by other workers and were told in no uncertain terms to go away from their

areas. One reason for this is that young people are highly sought after on the streets.

Therefore they take business from the older workers. Cheire, a 23 year old sex worker

referred to a 12 year old worker in St Kilda and said: ‘She’s too young. She can end up
dead. The older girls, they’ll give her a flogging. That’s what girls do to girls [who
are] underage.’ 

Participants said the number of street sex workers is increasing and that there is increased

competition between workers. As workers become more and more desperate to earn enough

to get by, some are dropping their prices. Participants were concerned that this affects all

workers and creates tension. They say that, because young workers are highly sought after,

they are vulnerable to aggression from older workers.

‘The other girls are getting really dirty though, because, you know, young girl on the
block – you’re taking our jobs. One girl actually threatened to bash me the other
night … I don’t wanna be out there any more, just for drugs. I don’t enjoy having
sex with strangers, but it’s a job to get money, you know?’ – Sarah (19 years)

‘There’s a girl out there at the moment on the corner that’s 15. She gets scared
because she’s so young and because a lot of girls harass her for that. But she’s been
missing for a while. I hadn’t seen her for a couple of months, but now she’s back
out there.’ – Pamela (23 years)

The young male participants reported that there is more a sense of mutual support

between male workers. They look out for one another. As they said, violence between

workers was a more common occurrence for girls.

‘There aren’t many boys out here. There are much more girls than boys, and the girls
get hammered. Us guys look after each other.’ – Mick (24 years)
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Other services accessed were mobile outreach health service and syringe buses. Participants

said they used mobile outreach food buses. They also said that these food buses were not

places at which they liked to spend time. The reason was that these were mostly used by

older homeless people and young sex workers did not want to be associated with them.

Zoe suggested that outreach buses should target areas where young people spend time. 

Home deliveries of food, clothing and clean syringes were also mentioned. Crisis

accommodation services had been accessed by a number of participants. Many had their

own housing workers. Some of the participants also used drug and alcohol counsellors,

often through the DHS. Many had attended a detox program at some point in their lives,

if not a number of times. 

Six participants said they had had no financial support and very little other support before

the age of 17. They had run away from their home or state care at a young age and had

somehow managed to survive on their own terms. One left home at 12 years, three at 

14 years and one at 15 years. The services they did gain access to at this time assisted

them by providing food and clothing. They said they began sex work as a preferred

alternative to being placed in or returned to the care system.

Most of the participants are currently on some sort of government financial subsidy. Eight

are receiving Youth Allowance. Six are receiving Newstart. Two are receiving a disability

pension due to heroin addiction. One is waiting on her application for a disability pension

to be approved. Six did not disclose whether they were receiving government benefits.

Seven were receiving no government benefits and were surviving on their income from

sex work. Two participants had been cut off from benefits, as they had not handed in their

bi-weekly forms.

Older participants said they have learned to look after themselves. They have learned how

to avoid being ripped off by customers and, when necessary, how to gain access to

appropriate services that are available to them. This assessment is reinforced by previous

research, such as When ‘Gut Instinct’ is Not Enough. Older sex workers have developed

risk management techniques due to experience, where as young workers are vulnerable

due to lack of experience (Pyett & Warr 1996, p. 18). 

‘I get really upset about the young kids working on the street today. I say “look, if
you knew how hard it is to try and tell people no, and the dangers you can get
yourself into, you wouldn’t be doing this.” – Mick (24 years)

Supports available for young street sex workers 
‘Just because they done a couple of modules, read a couple of manuals, they think
they know and that’s what made me angry.’ – Lehanne (21 years; reflecting on the unsuccessful

counselling she had received)

Harm minimisation service providers
When asked about the types of support services the participants felt they needed on the

streets, most of the answers were directed at a harm minimisation approach. Those

interviewed were now deeply entrenched in a cycle of drug abuse, homelessness or

transitional housing, sex work and potential violence. They were primarily seeking service

provision that would help make their immediate situation safer and easier.

Supports services currently used
The local needle exchange was used by all of the participants to whom we spoke. They

used this service for condoms, so that they could sex work safely, for syringes or to get

food vouchers at the same time. The participants seemed to appreciate this service, as it

met their direct needs without question.

Those older than 18 used adult (sex work) services for advocacy, shower facilities and access

to health professionals. 
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Support that participants said they favoured
There was a general distrust of service providers. The participants felt angry that they did

not receive sufficient nor appropriate support in their early teens which was a time that

could have made a difference to the way their lives had turned out. Many felt that they

needed more consistency and counselling in these early days to help them deal with the

trauma caused by their abuse and removal from their families. 

‘The workers need to be a bit more compassionate and stuff. Just need to be a bit
more caring and loving, you know? They just don’t seem like they genuinely care,
and so if you think that, then you don’t want to be there. They’re only there because
they’re getting paid not because they actually care and stuff.’ – Amanda (18 years).

Negative experience of secure welfare
Participants view being placed in secure welfare as punishment, not protection and care.

Participants instead voiced the need to take part in their own self care. A more positive

alternative, the participants said, would be to have individual caseworkers and an

appropriate and supportive environment within which they could develop.

Participants said that being locked up in secure welfare, for engaging in sex work and

drug-taking, does not help them to stop participating in these activities in the longer term

and in fact caused them to rebel against the system. They said being locked up is not a

positive or successful strategy. This only serves to increase their desire to escape the

system and do all they can to avoid returning to it.

‘You don’t come home, and they put warrants out on you. Then [you are put] into
secure welfare, and it’s just a cycle, you know? They don’t try and solve it. If you do
something wrong they lock you up – need to find a different way to help people,
I think.’  – Amanda (18 years)

Housing 
Participants used housing workers and drug and alcohol counsellors. These were often

provided by the Department of Human Services (DHS) and other welfare agencies to which

these workers were attached. 

Participants said there was a need for more housing. The transitional nature of the

participants’ lives shows a clear need for additional and appropriate accommodation for

young people on the streets. Many of the participants have moved around from hotels to

boarding houses, to friends’ couches, strangers’ couches and cars, or they have just slept

on the streets. 

‘I just moved. I was just sleeping on my friend’s couches. And couches run out after
a while, and then you hit the streets, and that’s no fun. And, you know, I was sleeping
in the back of my friend’s car, which was really uncomfortable. And I wasn’t showering
and I wasn’t looking after myself. I dropped down to 42 kilos when I got on speed
last year.’ – Sarah (19 years)

Most of those interviewed continue to move around, without having any long term

accommodation available to them. Some are currently in transitional accommodation.

Many said they were staying with friends. Some were in hostels and hotels, waiting 

for transitional accommodation. Two participants were living with their parents, one

temporarily. One was homeless and unsure of her next place of accommodation.

‘We need a place where we can go to be safe and be free.’ – Talia (21 years)

‘A place to go that has food, clothes and showers, where no one asks questions and
we can go about our way. It fucks me off when people put their nose in my business.’
– Ethan (17 years)

‘I think the government should have a safe house. It should be open 24-hours. 
If something’s going on, on the streets, and you’re feeling unsafe or uncomfortable,
you should have somewhere to go.’ – Mick (24 years)

‘You should be picking 
them up, but you shouldn’t
be putting them into 
any sort of incarceration,
because that’s only gonna 
… I don’t know, if someone
tried to tell me not to do
something when I was 16, 
I just would’ve gone and
done it anyway. If you 
tried to tell me to stay
somewhere, I’d run away.’ 
– Peter (26 years)
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Some participants who were older than 18 said they used services provided for adult sex

workers that are not available for those underage. These services provide information and

support on issues related to sex work. In addition, adult participants mentioned using

shower facilities and accessing health professionals at these services. Participants were

critical that there are not enough shower facilities provided for people on the streets.

Where they are available, they can only be used at a particular time of day. Participants

said that they found this restrictive and difficult to negotiate at times.

Although these places did benefit sex workers who were over the age of 18 years, young

people were hesitant to use the service because they were worried about being taken into

care or being locked up by authorities.

‘I didn’t want to be put away, so I didn’t go near help. Others on the street helped
me.’ – Rod (21 years; left home at 14 to escape domestic violence)

‘Started [sex-working] ’cause I needed money. Needed food and shelter. I didn’t want
to be picked up by the government. I’ve heard what they do to you.’ – Kate (19 years)

‘Kids don’t go to these places because of this. They think the police will be called
on them.’ – Mel (29 years)

More than half the participants interviewed said there is a need for a safe place to which

underage people could go. This would need to be open all the time. It would be a known

place to go if they were alone and felt unsafe. It would be somewhere that young people

could use if they wanted to escape a violent situation in their home or on the street. Many

said they would like to feel safe from being picked up and taken into care or returned to

a home where they felt unsafe. They need a safe place where they would not be asked

questions. However, some also said they would like a place to go if they needed to talk to

a worker or seek medical advice, at any time. 

‘An outreach place that is open all the time, like a squat, a place where we can go,
a recreational place or something.’ – Kelly (20 years; would like an all female place)

‘We need a place to go where we can be safe and not have the fear of being taken
and put into care. A place to get a feed, a wash, a clean and access to services without
getting dobbed in.’ – Tim (16 years)

‘Services like drop-in centres … there was a living room in the city, but that closed
down because the office wasn’t big enough. The only one I know of really is the Salvos’ 
in the city, and that’s not for young kids … I go in there and I’m scared, you know?
Even the mission here for lunch, I get scared. What is this – “stare at me day?” 
… They are all old disgusting men and that.’ – Shelly (25 years)

Overall, participants thought a 24-hour drop-in centre with access to food, shower

facilities, support, information and health assistance would be helpful. If services were

available for young people, when they feel ready to use them, these services might be able

to work with young people in ways that were effective for them.

‘If [they] are having problems at home, or whatever, they can go there and just sit
there and talk to the workers instead of being pushed off home or pushed off to a
juvenile detention centre.’ – Mel (29 years)

A safe place to take clients when sex-working was also suggested. Participants felt they

would benefit from having somewhere to take clients because it would increase their

chances of safety. They hoped that violence and safe sex practice could be monitored

more closely if there were a recognised place to take clients. Some participants also would

advocate that street sex work be made legal. They felt that this would mean sex workers

would be more closely looked after by police.

‘Places that are open when you need somewhere to go: where you can go whenever
you need. There’s always a room where you can go, that doesn’t cost much. $10,
$12, $20 or something.’ – Lehanne (23 years)

‘It would be good to have somewhere to take people when working.’ – Jeanie (24 years)
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None of the participants, including those who were underage, liked the idea of young

people sex-working. However, they said they did not know of an alternative that they were

happy with at this point. All underage participants said that, when sex-working, they did

not appreciate feeling they had to hide from authorities, as well as be fearful of street

violence. Participants said they would all welcome an increase in the protection given by

authorities to young people who engage in sex work. They would like to be able to gain

access to services more openly without the fear of being taken into the care system 

or locked up.

Support after leaving gaol
Two participants reported difficulty after leaving gaol. Both reported leaving gaol without

support. One had detoxed in gaol and immediately fell back into a cycle of drug use 

and sex-working. Another left gaol and felt she had no other options for an income than

sex-working.

Help with detox and rehabilitation service facilities
Some participants said they would like more detox and rehabilitation facilities to be

available to them. Many said they felt a need to be removed from their surroundings in

order to focus on getting clean. They felt that they needed extensive support during and

after detoxing.

Twenty participants had attempted detox at some point in their lives, if not a number 

of times. While detoxing, participants reported that a non-judgmental approach was

appreciated. One participant mentioned a rehabilitation house that was surrounded in

pine trees and had recreation activities three times a week. She thought this was an

appealing idea. She had been there and spoke highly of the service. This detox was not

successful for her, though, because she had been placed there after leaving gaol. At that

time she was not ready to detox. She also said there is a two to three month waiting list

for this service.

Legalised heroin and supervised needle rooms
Two participants stated that a safe place to go to use drugs would benefit them. As 

a number of participants said they had overdosed a number of times, they felt that 

a supervised and legal area that they could use would increase their safety. They referred

to a place that is frequently monitored by welfare workers in the city, but this is not

acknowledged legally.

‘I reckon you should get the needle rooms. In the city you’ve got two places to use
– just back streets. If I overdose at least I could be at a place to get help.’
– Amber (22 years)

‘Why should all of you suffer and have to worry about your cars at night!? 
Why should you have to worry whether your son’s lunch money is stolen by some
desperate junkie. The government are keeping the crime alive. They are not legalising
what they know will stop it.’ – PC (27 years)

Participants views on possible support services
‘A place to go where no questions would be asked.’ – Kate (19 years)

Accessible services 
One of the most important themes to be expressed by participants was the need to be

able to obtain help at any time of the day or night, on their own terms. It was at times

that services had shut down, and service workers were unavailable, that these participants

felt they needed assistance with a variety of issues. Often this would entail needing

someone to talk to or from whom to get advice about whatever issue they were grappling

with at the time. 

‘24-hour services. I don’t do 9 to 5 pm.’ – Heath (18 years)

‘Maybe having a 
one-on-one worker 

… I reckon they should
have a youth service
or a drug and alcohol

worker – someone 
who’s on the streets 

24/7. If someone has 
a mobile 24/7 they 

could ring them, tell them
they’ve got hassles. 

They could come down.
Someone they could 
just talk to, talk in 

the street, whatever.’
– Sarah (19 years)
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Those interviewed highlighted issues such as struggling with staying away from drugs,

the need for a place to sleep or a shoulder to cry on. They also desired assurance that they

would not be picked up and taken back into the care system or home. There was a strong

feeling that services such as an outreach foot patrol, which puts warrants out for young

people, send the wrong message. That message was to avoid such services, participants

felt, rather than to seek help from them. 

Amanda: Maybe there could be people that aren’t seen as a threat, like Streetworks
[are]. Every time I’d see them I used to run and hide from them. Because
they’d have a warrant out on you.

Child Wise: What would you need support with?

Amanda: Just working out all your issues and stuff, what’s going on in your life,
why you’re in that situation.

Appropriate counselling and support
A significant theme for the participants interviewed was a desire to speak to someone

who understood their situation. A large number of those interviewed said they would

appreciate speaking with someone who had been in a similar situation that they were in

at that time. After further discussion, participants suggested that this could extend to

peer education programs. One young person, Pamela, had a mentor. Pamela spoke very

highly of the mentor program. She thought that this could be very beneficial for other

young people undertaking sex work and associated risk behaviours.

Participants referred throughout the interviews to a few workers who were available 

24-hours a day. These workers were greatly appreciated. Their approach also strongly

seemed to be a non-judgmental, harm reduction approach. Feedback from participants

about this was positive, in that they felt they could share any information with these

workers. There was a general sense that taking this approach made participants feel less

threatened and more understood. Participants said that they appreciated not being stopped

for doing what they were doing but being supported to make sure they maintained 

a certain level of safety.

Another young person suggested peer support groups. As part of this, she thought 

the group would benefit from having a facilitator who is experienced and has a wide

understanding of the issues these young people are dealing with. 

Participants placed within the care system felt it inevitable that, after being exposed to 

a range of people with issues stemming from difficult backgrounds, young people would

struggle to dissociate themselves from such backgrounds. One way in which to combat

this was to avoid placing vulnerable young people with other young people going through

difficulties of their own. Another suggestion was to provide one-on-one caseworkers who

were consistent and compassionate, who appear genuinely to care.

Participants advised Child Wise that services need to work with young people and their

issues, rather than attempt to tell them what they should do. All of the participants reacted

strongly against being told what to do. Developing genuine relationships with young

people and acknowledging their ownership of their experience, without claiming to know

how they feel, were suggested as strategies for workers when in contact with young people

at risk.

Phil (18 years) was aware of very few services and was extremely isolated and vulnerable

as a result. He stated that ‘it would be good to know what was out here. I know there
is stuff to help but I don’t know how to access it.’ Phil suggested a book be compiled

with service information for young people. Phil clearly represents a number of participants

who have somehow slipped between the gaps and survived for many years, without 

much assistance, by sex-working. Phil had been in state care since he was 10 years old. 

He continually ran away from the homes and hostels in which he was placed. He had been

sex-working since the age of 13 to support his drug habit. As Phil did everything he could

to stay out of the system, his access to services was minimal. Now, at 18 years of age, 

he would like to learn more about available services. However, he had not accessed any

before for himself. His suggested service provision was a cheap hotel to stay in occasionally.

‘A space for underagers, 
24-hours. None of this 
other bullshit!’
– Candy (19 years)

‘I love [worker] from
[welfare organisation]. 
A kid will tell [worker]

anything. Because he
understands. [Worker]’s 

not going to stop you
doing what you’re doing.
He’ll help you do it safely.’

– Pamela (23 years)
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Early intervention
Child Wise asked at what point in the lives of participants they could have been prevented

from becoming involved in a cycle of harmful activities. How and when could their lives

have been made better? The first point was the time at which they were removed from

their families. It was the time when their parents had let them down and / or rejected them

through violence or neglect. 

‘Mum got this boyfriend, and well … he fiddled with me, and mum didn’t give a fuck!
She didn’t believe me … so I left.’ – Matt (19 years; left home at 14 years)

‘My mum abandoned us, made us wards of the state … My mum could have taken
more care.’ – Sam (21 years; made ward of the state at 13 years)

The second point was that at which they had their first shot of heroin. This links very closely

to sex work and interrelated ongoing difficulties. Most sex work was undertaken after

taking drugs. Heroin, specifically, seems to be so highly addictive that breaking the cycle

would depend on ceasing their dependence on heroin. 

Older interviewees said that if they knew then how their lives would turn out, they would

have made different choices. A few participants felt quite passionately that young at risk

people should be exposed to the outcomes of years of sex-working and associated lifestyles.

Zoe (25 years) suggested that young people be shown explicit photographs of the extreme

violence that can occur while sex-working. Some believed that this would, for them, have

possibly been the only way to stop them going down this path.

A vision of the future 
‘I need to go back to school … I can’t move from here until I’m off the drugs and I get
educated! And I want to move from here. Don’t want to be doing this dirty shit all
my life!’ – Judy (17 years)

Participants expressed an overall sense of resignation with their lifestyles and could not

see a way out or alternatives. They all felt a need to take care of themselves financially

and meet their immediate needs. They said they could do this by sex-working, and it did

not require them to have any special training nor education.

‘I used to do doubles and make a shit load of money doing doubles.’ – Mick (24 years)

‘My girlfriend [said], hey it’s easy to get money and that. Got $400 and thought,
“that was easy”. I was on ecstasy and speed.’ – Amber (22 years)

‘I decided to do what the others were doing for money. It looked easy.’ – Matt (19 years)

All participants interviewed said they would like to stop sex-working and find work that

was more satisfying and ‘normal’. They did not like standing out in the cold, feeling

vulnerable, while working. They did not like the uncertainty of whether they would make

enough money on which to get by. They did not like the fact that they were constantly

aware of the possibility of violence, always hoping they would make it safely through the

night. They resented their situation. 

At the end of the interview, Child Wise asked these young people what they would like for

themselves in their lives. Many had thought about what they would like to do for work,

but most felt that to make changes in their lives would be very difficult for them. 

The main problem for interviewees was their perceived lack of alternatives. 
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When asked about how they could go about changing things for themselves, they strongly

desired something on which to focus and with which to be busy. Some said they would

like to further their education, to get good jobs, spend time with friends who were drug

-free and generally do what they saw other young people doing.

‘I want to be drug-free. And I want to do something with my life, I want to study
or something, so I’m not bored during the day and so the drugs go away, and that’s
all I really want. I want to be normal.’ – Sarah (19 years)

‘I want to be successful. To be happy.’ – Rebecca (21 years)

‘I wanna be happy. I wanna be healthy. I wanna be very successful at something 
I choose to do.’ – Zoe (25 years)

‘I want to maintain a proper lifestyle … get my life back.’ – Kelly (20 years)

‘I just want to be able to raise my children. I want my own independence – be the
person I’ve always wanted to be.’ – Shelly (25 years)

Well the guy in the shop, he orders one with the lot

Well the lady in the store asks me if I wanna score

A little or a lot

It don’t look good to me, it’s just a memory

Hey don’t I know.., hey haven’t I seen ya?

Ain’t we met sometime before?

I’m down here looking to score

I’m down here being a whore

Can’t tell my hands from my feet

Down on Memory street

I left my baby with just a memory

Well the guy in the shop, we ordered one with the lot

Well the lady in the store asks me if I wanna score

A little or a lot

It don’t look good to me, it’s just your memory

Can’t tell my hands from my feet

Way down on Memory Street

Yeah step to the beat on good old Memory Street

I feel so incomplete

Hey don’t I know.., hey haven’t I seen ya?

Ain’t we met sometime before?

I’m down here looking to score

I’m down here being a whore

Good old Memory Street

I left my baby standing with my memory

It don’t mean much to me

It’s just a memory

Memory Street
Song lyrics written by PC

From the west out to the east

Any day now

Any day now

I shall be released

See my life come shining in

From the west out to the east

Any day now

Any day now

I kill my peace

Song Lyrics written by PC



Tim sex works in the Melbourne CBD and St Kilda. He had been attacked the night before

he was interviewed, and he had a black eye and cut lip. 

Tim reached Year 6 in his education. His mum died when he was 5. He is unsure of, and

does not care, where his biological father is. Tim was placed in a foster family at 7 years

of age, in rural Victoria. His foster family was abusive, and Tim is clearly emotional when

discussing this part of his life. ‘My [foster] father was abusing me … sexually … so I ran
away to Melbourne when I was 12.’

Tim first started doing sex for favours in Fitzroy, Melbourne, where he exchanged sex for

accommodation or food. ‘Then an older boy got me a client.’ 

‘Look I couldn’t stay  [in the foster home] … and I will be fucked if that is going to
happen again … and at least I am in control!’

Tim thinks it would be a good idea for him to get a high school education. For his future,

he said, he would like one day to feel 
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WHO ARE THE
PARTICIPANTS?

68

‘safe and happy’.

Tim
(16 years)

Thirty interviews were conducted between

May and July 2004. These occurred in various

locations in Melbourne, Australia. To protect

their identities, the names of the participants

have been changed to names chosen by them.

These are their stories:



Amanda was placed into state care at 12 years old because her mother committed suicide.

She has no contact with her father. 

Amanda said that she met friends in care who introduced her to a network of people who

were using drugs. She says she has been addicted to heroin since she was 12.

Amanda and a friend first started sex-working at a gaming institution when they were 14

years old. They would approach older men and provide oral sex in the toilets. Occasionally

she would go up to their rooms with them.

She then started working in St Kilda. For the first two years Amanda exchanged oral sex

and then moved onto straight sex. 

Amanda now works every day to earn enough to pay her rent and support a heroin habit

for both herself and her boyfriend. Amanda’s boyfriend does not work. Amanda does not

want to be in this relationship, but she is dependent on her boyfriend to assist her in

injecting heroin into a vein in the back of her neck. This is the only vein available. Almost

all the veins in her body have collapsed, due to over use.

Amanda has tried to get off heroin but has been unsuccessful. She is currently on Newstart

Allowance and is in the process of applying for a disability pension due to her heroin

addiction. 

Amanda says she would like to do something different with her life. She would like to try

graphic design as she has an interest in creative pursuits. She said she would like to:
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Sarah was removed from her family at the age of 13, after running away from home. 

On returning to her home after some time on the streets, DHS came to take her into care.

Her parents ‘handed me over to ’em’. She said this was a very painful experience for her. 

From then, until she was 18 years old, Sarah was moved from hostel to hostel by DHS.

After that she was on her own. Sarah supports herself by sex-working. Occasionally 

she also deals drugs to earn money. At the moment she is staying at a friend’s home. 

She hopes to be able to stay there for a while, as she says she is sick of moving around

and was evicted from her last rental home.

She has tried to detox but did not manage to make it through the program. On leaving

the program she ‘got on the gear and OD’d that night’.

Sarah has a child. Her daughter is in state care. Although Sarah says she wants her daughter

back, she has been unable to produce sufficient clean urine screens because she is still

using. Sarah suffers from depression and described how she really feels lonely and

isolated. Sarah said she has a number of workers who help her with some things, but she

expressed a strong need for someone to talk to.

Sarah says she would like to further her study in the future. ‘I just need to get my brain
back on track again. That’s what my goal has been for a while.’
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‘I’m all alone. I only have the walls to cry to.’

Sarah
(19 years)

‘stop using, have a normal life, not to have to worry 
about this shit everyday – how I’m gonna get my 
next hit. To not have to worry about standing out 
on the corner every night, freezing cold. To not worry
whether I’m gonna get work. I just want to be normal.’

Amanda
(18 years)



Shelly has been in and out of the care system since she was 6 months old. Shelly is one

of five children, and she is deeply concerned for her 16 year old sister, who is currently in

DHS care.

‘She is like I was … looking for love in all the wrong places … very insecure with herself.’

Her family has a history of domestic violence and sexual abuse. Shelly was sexually abused

by her cousin, from when she was 10 years old until she was 14.

Shelly has a lot of empathy for her mother, who had been in an abusive relationship for

twenty-five years, and passed away only two years ago.

‘She was just tired. She used to tell everyone she was tired, and she didn’t want to
fight any more. I think one night she just gave up …’ 

When Shelly was 16, her boyfriend took her out onto the streets of St Kilda to sex work.

‘He sort of just took me out here, and it was a way to make money … I was using
drugs before that, but after that I started working and using, and I only gave up
when I was 21 …’

Shelly has two children, a boy who is 3 and a  girl who is 16 months. They are both in state

care. Shelly has been clean for five weeks and, if she can get permanent accommodation,

she feels she will be able to get her children back. She would like to have her children back

and feel able to raise them well. She would like to be independent and 
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Talia was born in Brisbane and moved to Melbourne when she was 9 years old. Talia

has completed Year 10 of high school and is now 21 years of age. Talia has two children, 

a 3 year old boy and a 5 year old girl. They are both being cared for by her mother. 

Talia ran away from home at age 14.

‘My father was a fucking prick! He did heavy stuff to me … and you know what, my
mother didn’t stop it!’

‘Within weeks’ of running away from home, Talia was exchanging sex for food and

accommodation. Then the other girls on the street showed her how to make money from it.

Talia worked in the CBD of Melbourne for a few years but now works in St Kilda.

Talia would like to have her children with her. She said that in the future she would like

to have between five and ten children and be happy.

Heath was born in Brisbane. He said he had difficulties at home and so ran away when

he was 10 years old. He was then placed into state care. Heath ran away from care and

came to Victoria. He began sex-working at age 13. He worked from Russell Street in the city.

‘I hated it. I still hate it.’

At such a young age Heath did not have many alternatives for an income and did not

want to return to state care. 
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‘I should have stayed at home …’ 

Talia
(21 years)

Heath
(18 years)

‘No one could help me. No one would help me in the end.
I had nowhere to go. I had no one but the streets.’

Shelly
(25 years)

‘be the person I’ve always wanted to be … Me! 
I’ve always been hidden away. I’m honest and open …
loud in a way … I’m happy go lucky, and that’s the
way I want to be.’
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Rebecca grew up in state care in rural Victoria. She was removed from her family at the

age of 6 due to sexual abuse by her mother’s boyfriend. 

Rebecca found out about sex work when she was sitting in the back of a car with friends

one day. One of them jumped out and started street sex-working. This friend told her that

she could earn a lot of money, so Rebecca decided to try it. At age 17, after leaving state

care, Rebecca started sex-working to have an income for food, accommodation and

drugs.

Rebecca has moved around various boarding houses and hotels since leaving state care.

At the moment she and her boyfriend are staying with friends.  

Rebecca would like to be successful and happy to:

She also said she would like to be able to ‘buy new clothes. I’d just like to go out and
have fun.’  

Judy was placed with a foster family when she was 10 years old. Her father was violent

and used to beat her mother. One day he also hit Judy. She said her foster family did not

like her so she ran away from them when she was 12 years old. Judy made some friends

on the streets and started using heroin. At this point she exchanged sex for drugs,

accommodation and food as well as for money. 

Judy was placed into state care when she was 13 years old. At 15 years of age she ran

away from care and supported herself by sex-working. She had a child around this time.

Her daughter was removed from her immediately and placed into state care. 

Judy continues to live in transitional accommodation. She is currently sex-working for 

an income.

In the future Judy would like to get a job and have a house so she could have her child

back and be able to look after her.
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Zoe has an Associate Diploma in Social Science in Child Care from TAFE. She was brought

up by her grandmother and would see her mother once every month or two. She has only

met her father three times. The first time was when she was 18 years old.

During her time at school, Zoe developed a drinking problem. She started spending time

with an older crowd outside of school. She met a number of people who were sex-

working. One night, when drunk, Zoe tried sex work herself. She was 15 years old. She

made $400 on her first night of work. 

Zoe said the next day she was so disgusted at what she had done that she spent the

money buying presents for friends. 

It was not until she was 18 years old that she tried sex work again. On this occasion she

worked in a brothel in Perth. She said that at this time she was working with a few girls who

were only 15 years of age. At this point she had a drug addiction and needed the money. 

On returning to Melbourne, Zoe started working as a stripper at a club in the city. She

attempted rehabilitation but left the program before completing it. After this, her drug

addiction became so expensive that she started street sex-working in St Kilda.

Zoe says she has been raped while sex-working. She spoke about one night when she was

working with one other girl on the street. The other girl was found murdered the next day. 

‘They put a bottle into her and jumped on her pelvis. That’s how they found her.’

Zoe met her boyfriend, Peter, while working. He was a local who had started off as a dealer.

He then became a spotter for the girls. Peter was struggling with his own heroin addiction

at the time. Together, Zoe and Peter have managed to begin a methadone program. 

Zoe is no longer undertaking sex work and hopes one day to be completely drug free and

able to be  Peter hopes for the same. 

Rebecca
(21 years)

‘have a good job and be content in life’.

Judy
(17 years)

Zoe
(25 years)

‘happy and healthy.’
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Stacey lives with her parents in the northern suburbs and travels to St Kilda nightly to sex

work. She works to earn enough to subsidise her heroin addiction. This costs her around

$300 per day.

Stacey has been sex-working since she was 15 years old. Her boyfriend introduced her

to sex work. Stacey met him when she was age 15, and she left her family home to move

in with him. After a while they could no longer pay rent and sold what they owned 

to support their drug habits. Stacey’s boyfriend then took her to St Kilda and told her to

work. Stacey said that she just 

Stacey has a couple of regular clients. Occasionally she stays overnight with one in hotels.

He takes her shopping and buys her clothes. Sometimes he picks her up from the corner

of her parents’ street. 

Stacey said she does not speak to any of the other workers at night. She keeps to herself.

She only has one friend who used to work, but now this friend has stopped and returned

to live with her parents. Stacey’s friend is 16 years of age.

Stacey would like to get off drugs but is scared. She once spent three months in gaol for

burglary and detoxed cold turkey. This experience was painful, and she does not want to

go through it again. On leaving gaol, Stacey met up with a friend and, within hours, had

started using again.

Rod left home at age 14 because his father was beating him. He avoided seeking welfare

assistance, as he was not interested in being put into state care. He started sex-working

at age 15 because he was using heroin and he

Rod has three children from the same mother. All are in state care. Rod does not currently

have any plans for the future.

When Sam was 13 years old her mother gave her up to state care. Sam said her mother

‘changed her sexuality’ and no longer wanted to care for her. Sam was placed with 

a foster family but did not like being there. She says they expected too much from her

because they were ‘nerds’. 

Sam first tried heroin at age 13. She says that her mother’s decision to give her up caused

her to do this. Sam has tried to stay in contact with her mother by writing letters. Her

letters are returned without being opened.

Sam is currently trying to detox from drugs. She is using the prescribed drug,

bupremorphine, to assist her in staying off heroin. Sam collects this medication daily from

her chemist. She said she was managing this quite well. However, Sam had not managed

to pick up a supply of bupremorphine to last her the weekend, as she had been short of

money. It was the Monday of the Queen’s Birthday long weekend, and Sam would have to

wait until Tuesday for the chemist to open. Sam intended to use heroin that day because

she was ‘hanging out’. She was in St Kilda to sex work to get enough money to score.

All Sam wants for the future is to get off drugs. This is her main struggle. One of the

reasons she wants to get off drugs is so that she will not have to sex work anymore.

Jen was placed into state care when she was 9 years old because of a difficult home life

with her family. Jen ran away from care at 12 years old. She first started sex-working at

13 years of age. Her boyfriend at the time would keep all her earnings.

At 18 years of age, Jen is still drug addicted and sex-working. She has overdosed twice

this year.   

In the future Jen would like to finish school and get her child back and

‘jumped in the car and done it’.

Stacey
(19 years)

‘needed the money! Needed the hit. 
The hit cost alot.’

Rod
(21 years)

‘be normal’.

Jen
(18 years)

Sam
(21 years) 
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Mick has a university degree in accounting and has worked as a financial consultant. He

currently works as an escort and sex works in the evening. He gets some of this work over

the internet. He says he studied hard at school but would sometimes skip school to work.

Mick was born in Adelaide. He lived in foster homes from the age of 5. At 13 years old, he

was adopted by his foster carer. He started sex-working at a beat when he was 14 years of

age. He did this for ‘money and power’. He said that, after being told what to do by his father

as a child, he enjoyed the sexual control he held over men when sex-working.

Mick says he has used sex work as a way of controlling his finances. He has been using

drugs since he was 14 years old. He says he used to have an amphetamine habit but has

cut down. In the future, Mick would like to become a social worker:

Nadine started sex-working at age 15. She had been introduced to heroin by her boyfriend,

who was living on the streets. Nadine was then living at home with her parents and six

siblings at the time. For two years while Nadine lived at home, she was sex-working nearly

every day to make money to buy drugs. When she was 17 years old, her mother left her

father and ‘pissed off to South Africa’. Soon after, Nadine began living on the streets. 

Nadine said she was concerned about a sexually transmitted disease she was suffering

from and for which she had been seeking treatment. Nadine claimed to have received no

help from health professionals about this and was angry and upset as a result.

Nadine has been addicted to heroin and has been sex-working for six years. She is living

with her father again until she can get a place of her own. 

Cheire was placed in state care at a young age as her father was unable to look after her,

and her mother had left the family. Her father had been abusing her at the time, but the

DHS had never known about this. 

Cheire says she was sexually abused by a number of social workers within the DHS. ‘I was
abused throughout the whole system.’ Cheire has charged one of the workers and

attempted to charge the others. She has received $20,000 compensation.

Cheire first tried sex-working at the age of 16. After leaving state care at 18 years of age,

she began working regularly.

‘When I was 18 they gave me the flick. I had nowhere to go. I went out [sex-working]
because I thought I had to get used to it. Thought I may as well get paid for it.’

Cheire did not start using drugs until she was aged 20. 

She now has a heroin habit.

Matt left his family home because his mother’s boyfriend was sexually abusing him. His

mother did not believe this was happening and did not help him. Matt has been supporting

himself since he was 13 years old. 

Matt completed Year 8 at school only. He did not continue to study after leaving home.

After he ran away from home, he made friends on the streets who introduced him to heroin.

He began sex-working at age 14 for an income to survive and to support his drug habit.

Matt has a son, but he does not know where his son is at the moment. He says he would

like to give up heroin but is not sure if he is capable.

Mick
(24 years)

‘It’s my time to give something back.’

‘No one is doing anything about it! 
So we’re staring down the barrel of a gun, mate!’

Nadine
(20 years)

Cheire
(23 years)

‘I started using drugs because I just couldn’t 
handle the pain anymore.’

Matt
(19 years)
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Pamela says she came from a supportive family background and still has daily contact

with her parents and siblings. She says that, among her family, ‘I’m the only one who
uses drugs and [who’s] been in this kind of lifestyle’.

At 15 she met her boyfriend and moved into his flat. Soon after, he became violent. At the

same time, he introduced Pamela to heroin. 

Her parents tried to help Pamela to leave him.

‘They tried to get me out of it, but he was real umm, full on, like he took my brother
from primary school and threatened to kill my family if I didn’t stay.’

Eventually Pamela went to the police for help, and her boyfriend was put in gaol. She was

left with a heroin habit and started sex work to buy drugs. While sex-working, Pamela has

been raped and robbed. She now carries a knife to protect herself. 

At 23 years of age, Pamela has been trying to remove herself from the cycle of at risk

behaviours for eight years. She has had periods where she has been drug-free, without

sex-working, and would like to detox again soon. 

Pamela has bipolar disorder. It is in her low times that she uses heroin. When experiencing

these ‘lows’, she does not to talk to workers and prefers to deal with depression in other ways.

‘My lows – I just deal with them in my own way really – turn to heroin or something.
Or just come down here [St Kilda] and have a night of these people, where they
think I’m the best thing on earth, give me a bit of confidence from some ugly mugs
off the street! That’s what happens when I’m down and out.’ 

Pamela spoke highly of the support she receives from a mentor program. She hopes to be

a mentor herself for a young person one day.

Pamela says she will detox from heroin for good soon so she will not have to sex work

any more.

Lehanne was brought up by her mother in Perth. Her parents separated when she was 

1 year old. Lehanne developed a pill habit at the age of 11. She was stealing medication

from her aunt. Her aunt was on medication to assist her through a traumatic experience

of domestic violence. 

‘Benzo’s. Strong psych medication, and they would just knock me. I was stealing
them off my auntie when I was 11 years old. At one stage auntie had been hit with
an axe by her boyfriend and she was in the mental hospital. She kept on leaving her
pills around all the time, and I found them and took them. Did this a couple of times
and got hooked on them. Doesn’t take much to get hooked on them.’

One day she ran out of pills and was offered heroin by some friends instead. Lehanne 

was living in Perth at the time and would undertake sex work in a recognised street sex

work area. 

Lehanne spoke of how vulnerable street workers are when desperate to score drugs. 

Lehanne has been in and out of detention centres for most of her life for theft. She is

currently preparing to start a methadone program. Lehanne hopes to further her education

and work towards helping other young people who are at risk.

Pamela
(23 years)

‘I was trying to leave him and get away from him, 
but when I left him I had this habit. 
I didn’t know how to get drugs so I came to [sex] work.’ 

Lehanne
(23 years)

‘You would do anything
practically when you’re like that’.
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Mel was born in Victoria. She went through primary school but only did a few months of

both Years 7 and 8 because she wagged. Mel believes she only did a couple months of

Year 9 before leaving. She said ‘I had a lot of family issues’.

‘My mother worked in a factory … she worked there for over 13 years … and then
my dad lost his license drink driving and mum had to give up work because he was
running his own business and he lost his license for four years and couldn’t drive …
Mum had to be there 24-hours a day … and, because of his drinking, as soon as he
knocked off work he was straight down the pub … he was an alcoholic …’

Mel has two children of her own, both boys. One is currently in the care of her mother,

and the other is in the care of his father. Mel is a heroin addict. She is homeless, as well,

and is unable to take care of her children at this time. 

Mel started sex-working at the age of 12. She had run away from home, and a neighbour

who worked on the streets and who was also a drug addict took Mel under her wing and

showed her how it was done. 

‘I needed money so I said to her I would rob someone’s house, and she said there
was an easier way than that … she said later on tonight I will take you somewhere
and show you … and that’s how it started. She took me down to St Kilda, and she
said this where the girls work from and they get good money.’ 

Mel was taken by the DHS at the age of 13 and was ‘locked up for being an uncontrollable
child. They put me in Allambie, you know.’ Mel talked of not being able to stay at home.

There was domestic violence, and one of her father’s friends ‘tampered’ with her for two

years. ‘Locking me up at that time was not the answer.’

‘I never really got into the drugs until I was 14. That was after I was taken and put
away. I had my first hit of heroin at 13, almost 14, just after I was let out.’

Mel would like to stop using heroin so that she can get her sons back. She would also like

to further her education. 

Kelly was born in Paddington, New South Wales. Kelly completed Year 9 at high school but

has had no further education. Kelly has a 3 year old boy who is looked after by her mother,

and she has a 6 month old baby that is in care. Kelly is one of four children, two of whom

are still with her mother. Her father left when she was 6 months old. 

Kelly left home at 13. ‘My mum and me can’t live together … too much alike.’ 
To ‘survive’ Kelly turned to crime. She was arrested and charged and spent some time in

gaol before her 15th birthday for theft and ‘burgs’. Kelly then started sex-working when

she was 15 after leaving gaol. ‘Most of the guys in there were from down here so,
after I was out, I came down here [St Kilda] and explored.’ Kelly is currently homeless.

‘It’s because of broken relationships. Broken families …’

Kelly is reflective about her life and says:

Kelly says she needs to get her life back in shape so that she can get her children back.

She plans to start a detox program soon.

PC grew up with her grandmother in Melbourne. Her parents left her when she was 13 years

old, and they never came back. ‘My grandmother did her best to look after me but,
unfortunately, as a youth in St Kilda I experimented and I was a bit wayward.’ PC sex

worked on the streets of St Kilda from ages 13 to 16, until she met a man. ‘This guy
looked after me from 16 to 20, until I had a huge heroin addiction.’ 

PC had a difficult family life. Her mother was restrictive, and she insisted that ‘everything
she ever said was right.’ PC had a strained relationship with her father before he left. 

He ‘is fucked. He is an alcoholic.’ Her grandmother looked after her until she passed away

two years ago. 

Mel
(29 years)

‘I wanna do a degree to be a youth worker. 
I just want to live the rest of my life happy.’

Kelly
(20 years)

‘I had plenty of opportunities. It was my fault … 
I just chose not to take them … yeah plenty of opportunity…’ 

PC
(27 years)
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Simon came from a background of domestic violence. His father used to beat his mother.

Simon started using heroin at 13 years old. At age 14 he began sex work to pay for drugs.

He spent time in and out of juvenile justice and was placed with a number of families that

assist in rehabilitation. He has recently been charged with theft.

At 24, Simon is trying to remove himself from a cycle of drugs, sex work and crime. He is

using methadone, but he is struggling to keep it up. 

Simon is staying at a hostel in Footscray with his wife. He expressed concern about hitting

his wife recently. He had started counselling shortly afterwards. Simon is afraid of

becoming like his father.

Simon has recently stopped sex-working. He said that he hopes eventually to be rid of his

drug addiction and to get a job as a car detailer.

Ethan was sexually abused by his physical education teacher when he was 14 years of age.

He told his parents that he was in love with his teacher. His parents became angry and

threw him out of the house. Ethan went to his teacher for support and was told by his

teacher to go away. 

Ethan ended up on the streets. He met some other boys on the streets who introduced

him to sex-working for survival and drugs. Ethan spent more than two years supporting

himself in this way until he could get Youth Allowance from the government. He said this

is not enough money to support his drug habit.

Ethan continues to sex work in the inner city.
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Amber started sex work at 16 years of age. She had met some people at nightclubs and

on the streets with whom she used ecstasy and speed. At this time she reports to have

had an ‘okay home life’. She tried sex work a couple of times after seeing a girlfriend

make a substantial amount of money from it.

Her boyfriend at the time had a heroin habit. He was abusive and introduced her to heroin.

Amber quoted him as saying ‘you deserve a heroin habit’.

Afterwards Amber began sex-working all the time for money to buy heroin. Amber spoke

of recently being raped by two police officers, which traumatised her. As a result, she has

stopped taking heroin and sex-working. 

Amber is currently staying in crisis accommodation and spoke very highly of the support

and security this place provided her. Amber has a son who is currently in the care of her

parents. She hopes to one day be able to have him back with her.

Candy stayed in school up until Year 9, but says she wagged most of this year. She really

considers herself to be educated only up until the end of primary school.

At 12 years old she ran away from a situation  of domestic violence. Her mother was

‘whacking’ her, and things were ‘fucking awful’. Candy lived on the streets and made

friends with other young people who were also homeless. They introduced her to drugs

and sex-working.

Candy has been in state care twice but ran away both times. ‘The hostels and homes are
crazy. Some of the kids in these homes are vicious.’

Candy has had two children. They are both now in state care. She hopes to get off drugs

soon and get her kids back, otherwise:

‘… the DHS will fuck them up like they’ve done me.’

Simon
(24 years)

‘I see my reflection. I see him. It’s the scariest thing,
because I do look like my father.’

Ethan
(17 years)

Amber
(22 years)

Candy
(19 years)

‘I had my first hit of heroin and then started [sex work] after that.’
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Phil and his younger sister were placed with a foster family when he was 4 years old.

When Phil was 10 years old, they were both removed from the foster family because their

foster uncle was sexually abusing Phil’s sister. Phil and his sister were then separated, and

they have since lost contact. Phil is sad about this and, at 18 years old, he says he would

like to find her and make sure she is okay.

From the time that he and his sister were removed from the foster family, Phil continually

ran away from the homes and hostels in which he was placed. He started using drugs at

12 years old. He then started sex-working at age 13 for money for drugs. Last month he

was raped. He says he is scared of contracting HIV, as he has had ‘many HIV scares. This
is a risky business.’

Peter attended boarding school in Sydney and has completed his HSC. At 14 years old, 

he started street sex-working at in Sydney, at a known area for homosexual sex workers.

He says he came to know some older sex workers while out in the area.

Peter was introduced to heroin at the same time. He spent his free time experimenting

with drugs and ‘living the high life and stupid shit’. Peter is 26 years old now and is

‘developing a drug debt at the moment with a dealer. I hit $1200 today.’ 

Peter says he chose this life, as he has never been interested in doing things that were

mainstream. He said that it can be a very hard way of earning money. He has experienced

rape and other violence while sex-working.
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Jeanie was born in rural Victoria. She went to Year 9 in her education but has since

managed to do two TAFE hospitality courses. Jeanie is one of four children, and she has

two children of her own, a 2 year old girl and 10 month old girl. She lives with her partner

and her children. Her partner does not know that she is currently sex-working. They have

only recently started using heroin again. 

Jeanie ran away from home at the age of 14. This, in particular, was because of her father.

During her time on the streets after leaving home she became friends with a group of

young people in the city. They introduced her to an older man, with whom she began

living. This is when she started sex-working. This man acted as her pimp and he began

acquiring clients. He introduced her to visiting overseas clients and took her to expensive

hotels throughout the Melbourne CBD. This man would look after her, but he took all her

money. This is when Jeanie started using heroin.

Jeanie hopes to get off the heroin again soon. She and her partner would like to get their

own house on the Victorian coast. She also plans to return to school to study business

management.

Phil
(18 years)

Peter
(26 years)

‘Sex work came about just because the 
opportunity arose, and it was exciting kind 
of … not entirely unpleasant all the time.’

Jeanie
(24 years)

‘It was awful … but he did look after me. 
It felt like love at the time. The clients he 
got me treated me very well.’ 
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The purpose of this report was to give young people a voice in identifying specific needs

of a vulnerable, marginalised group of young people in our community. Child Wise is 

in a unique position to carry out this work and was able to find and gain access to

participants who engage in csa, to give them an opportunity to inform service providers

and government of their current situation, needs and recommendations for the future. 

The Speaking for Themselves recommendations are based on the lives and experiences 

of these young people.

Child Wise is committed to advocating for these young people and further developing

these recommendations. Child Wise will:

• Raise awareness of csa in the community

• Present this report to government and request a cross-sectorial meeting

to progress the recommendations

• Advocate for funding

• Provide policy development services

CONCLUSION
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Representatives from a broad cross-section of welfare organisations came together to

discuss the Speaking for Themselves research findings and to consider recommendations

for service provision and policy direction. This meeting focused on responding to the

needs and experiences outlined by the Speaking for Themselves research participants.

Youth and community welfare workers from crisis accommodation services, health and

outreach services, drug and alcohol workers, an academic researcher in the welfare sector

and a representative of a young persons’ mentor program were present at this meeting.

In addition, ideas and feedback were sought from the Department of Human Services

(DHS) and other government community welfare organisations. 

The service providers discussed the challenges of meeting the needs of young marginalised

people who are engaging in sex work as part of a cycle of high risk behaviours. The forum

focused on developing ideas to meet both immediate and long term service needs identified

by the feedback and ideas of the research participants. 

The state care system’s inability to successfully provide effective, consistent support and

a safe living environment was highlighted at this forum as the main area on which

government should focus. Major systemic change and restructuring within the state care

system is necessary for there to be long term effective change to enhance the positive,

holistic development of young people in government care. 

RESPONSE FROM
SERVICE PROVIDERS
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A challenge that arose was a welfare worker’s responsibilities regarding duty of care and

mandatory reporting of young at risk people. This was discussed in light of the opinions the

research participants had regarding how important it was for them to form a trusting

relationship with a welfare worker. There is a recognised gap in the ability of welfare workers

to build a trusting relationship with a young person if they are required to report him or her

to the law for being underage. However, welfare workers have the same difficulty if they

consider a young person to be at extreme risk and are compelled to place her or him into secure

welfare as the only available way of assuring their safety. Such action conflicted with theirs

and participants’ opinions on the negligible long term benefits of secure welfare.

Drawing on the feedback from research participants, who said that they felt alone and did 

not have appropriate support, the forum discussed how to meet their immediate and long

term needs.

The dominating theme that recurred in discussion was that marginalised young people need

access to 24-hour support. Additional harm minimisation services were also deemed necessary.

The call for constant access to support led discussion to the seeming gap in holistic service

provision that has created a state of ongoing crisis for young people. Often, it is only at crisis

point that a young person may seek out support and assistance. Although, 24-hour support 

is clearly needed by young people, this point highlights services inflexibility to provide

appropriate support to meet the ongoing emotional needs of a young at risk person. Discussion

focused as to whether a mentoring support program could provide more sustainable support

instead of reliance on welfare agencies where there is a high turn over of staff.

The forum sought ways to assist young people to move away from their lifestyle of an entrenched

cycle of high risk behaviours. Considering the transitory, unsafe nature of the participants’

accommodation arrangements, the forum highlighted stable and secure housing as a first step

in assisting young people to break out of the cycle and to have the security and stability 

to receive ongoing support and care. 

The forum recognised a call from participants for assistance in providing pathways out 

of their current lifestyle. Connecting young people with organisations, educational and

recreational programs and / or mentors outside the welfare sector would help them to

step away from their existing and problematic network of friends and associates. Support

provided by a mentor relationship was also viewed as a way to provide consistent, ongoing

contact and support while providing pathway options.

For drug addicted young people, pharmacotherapy was considered a helpful pathway out

of addiction. The use of legal, prescribed drugs can create stability and help a young person

to remove her or himself from the ongoing cycle of seeking, and paying substantial

amounts of money for, illegal drugs on the streets. 

Child Wise advocates that for acceptable long term assistance to the young members 

of our community, government should invest heavily in these young people. In this way

policy makers can help to provide long term positive outcomes for both young people

before they enter the welfare system and for those already within it.



KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

1) Structural systemic change within the state welfare system 
The complexities of guardianship need to be assessed to ensure appropriate and beneficial

support for young people in state care. Government investment in long term outcomes for

a young person placed into the state care system should include:

• The provision of a safe and consistent place in which to live 

• Due to the vulnerable nature of a young person when entering the care system, a young

person should not be placed in a residence with other young people who are also at risk

• Holistic and ongoing counselling and support is needed 24-hours a day to meet the

emotional needs of a young person who has experienced family violence, neglect and

breakdown 

• Ongoing, consistent, holistic support throughout their time in state care (Foster Homes,

Residential Units, Lead Tenant Programs and Adolescent Community Placements) must

be provided for young people

• The provision of ongoing support for Foster carers in addressing issues related to the

young person in their care

• The careful screening and supervision of carers working in Foster Homes, Residential Units,

Lead Tenant Programs and Adolescent Community Placements

• Consideration of alternative models of Foster care, eg. ‘Therapeutic or Professional 

Foster Care’ where high risk young people are matched with highly trained professional

Foster carers who provide 24-hour, 7 days a week care backed by the resources of the

auspice agency

To meet the needs of young people involved in csa Speaking for Themselves recommends:
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6) Pathways out of the cycle of at risk behaviours
A major recommendation of this report is that support should be offered to a young person

to help them find alternatives to their existing lifestyles and help them move out of a web

of harmful behaviours as well as away from their associated networks and into the wider

community. In establishing a pathway plan, services should work with individual needs and

provide ideas, options and opportunities outside a young at risk person’s current life. 

Such pathways could include: 

• Mentor support

Contact with a mentor from outside the welfare sector could provide opportunities for the

creation of alternative networks and lifestyles. Support provided by a mentor relationship

can provide consistent, ongoing contact and support while providing pathway options

• Community development project programs run by organisations outside 
the welfare sector

Short term and long term programs will provide young people with something to do and

to focus on. These programs need to be designed in collaboration with young people. These

programs can promote relationship building, skill development and network opportunities

from outside the welfare sector

• Alternative education programs designed specifically for young people with
multiple and complex issues

Education programs to be designed to offer support for a young person with complex 

needs to complete their education or be assisted in seeking other skills to increase their

opportunities for employment
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2) Housing
Sufficient housing for young people is called for as it is of paramount importance for 

the immediate safety and well being of a young homeless person. Additional short term

crisis accommodation, transitional housing and longer term supported accommodation

is required.

3) Intensive early intervention
Flexible outreach programs that work specifically at offering immediate service response

to young people at the time they arrive on the streets. This service would actively seek out

young people who are extremely vulnerable and offer them support and intervention

before they become entrenched in a cycle of high risk behaviours. This program needs to

be developed in consultation with young people, to work with their needs and provide

them with options and opportunities.   

4) 24-hour outreach services
A 24-hour outreach support service to assist young people to deal with issues in a crisis

situation should be available to counsel or offer health and general welfare services, at the

time the young person needs assistance. 

5) 24-hour drop-in centre
A 24-hour drop-in centre for young people should be available to provide a safe place to

visit day or night which also provides health and welfare support. This centre should

include shower facilities, as well as a space for a young person to spend time away from

the streets and / or a violent situation in the home. This centre should offer assistance in

helping the young people with immediate health and housing needs as well as longer term

needs, such as ongoing counselling and information and ideas regarding vocational options

and choices about future directions.
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7) Drug support programs
• Programs outside the city offering temporary and ongoing supported accommodation,

detoxification, education and life skills training should be developed. Such programs

would provide a young person with the option to remove him or herself from an

environment in which it would be easy to return to a cycle of abusive behaviours

• Young people need support during pharmacotherapy. Government approved drugs 

such as bupremorphine and methodone can create stability for a young person.

Pharmacotherapy should be provided and integrated with alternative options for 

a young person while reducing their drug intake

• Skill development and employment programs, as well as alternative health and

recreation programs

8) Harm minimisation programs  
Harm reduction and harm minimisation education programs are needed to work with

young people to prevent them entering a cycle of high risk behaviours. Such education

programs should be facilitated by someone with direct experience of these and other

related problems and / or by someone who has designed programs in consultation with

young people.

Health and safety / harm minimisation programs to assist young people to sex work safely

need to include the following focus areas:

• Drug education and harm reduction

• Protective behaviours 

• Positive relationship building 

• Life skills training  

9) Early intervention programs  
To prevent young people entering into csa, primary prevention and early intervention

programs need to be developed to create an awareness of possible risks and available

support mechanisms. These can be run in schools, community programs and other

relevant institutions. 
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APPENDIX A

1 - Explain the purpose of Project 

Aims and objectives of the project

Child Wise is seeking to investigate the views of young people in Victoria, who are

currently involved in commercial sexual activities. 

The research entitled Speaking for Themselves will enable young people, like yourself

to tell your own stories: giving your views on what led you into undertaking commercial

sexual activities and your life experiences. We will also be seeking your views on service

needs and preferred service delivery methods. The information from this investigation

will be forwarded to both State and Federal Governments to provide a better

understanding of the experiences of young people in your situation, and to advocate

for improved and more relevant services.

All information regarding your identity etc. will remain completely confidential.
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2 – Your Name?

2.1 - Gender? 

2.2 – What would you like to be called in the research?

2.3 – Where were you born?

2.4 - Age? Level of education?

2.5 – Parents? Born where?

3 – When did you first start working in the sex industry?

When did you first start doing sex for favours? Age?

3.1 - How did you start? And where?

3.2 – What do you think led you there? 

3.3 – Income … etc. 

4 - Were there services available when you first started csa?

Services available 

- Adequate housing?

- Income options? Centrelink?

- Enough support?

4.1 – Which ones? Who? How did they assist? How did you find out about them?

4.2 – What do you see as the needs of underage people involved in sex work?

What are your needs now?

Demographics

Experience 
of CSEC

Services and 
Needs
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4.3 – What are the services that you think the government should supply?

How should these services be delivered?

5 – What do you want out of your life?

5.1 - Where would you like to be in 5 years time?

5.2 – What do you need to get there?

Other ...

Thank You!

APPENDIX B

Consent Form to Participate in the ‘Speaking For Themselves’ Research

I agree to be interviewed for the following project:

‘Speaking For Themselves’ Research
The Child Wise program manager has discussed the purpose of this research
with me. I have had the opportunity to ask questions about this project and I have
received answers that are satisfactory to me. I have read and kept a copy of the
attached information sheet and understand the general purposes, risks and
methods of participating. I understand that all care has been taken to protect the
identity of me and events referred to in my interview.

1. I know what I am expected to do and what this involves.

2. The risks, inconvenience and discomfort of participating in the interview
for the research have been explained to me.

3. All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction.

4. I understand that the research may not be of direct benefit to me.

5. I am satisfied with the explanation given in relation to the project 
as it affects me and my consent is freely given.

continued over
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Consent Form to Participate in the ‘Speaking For Themselves’ Research (cont.)

6. I can view the final research report when it is completed.

7. I agree to the interview being used for research and advocacy purposes
by Child Wise, provided details that might identify me are removed.

8. I understand the purpose of participating in this project is to help prevent
the commercial sexual exploitation of children in the future.

9. Child Wise takes full responsibility for the content of the interview.

Child Wise has paid me a sitting fee of A$50 at the time of interview …

Signatures

Signed by the participant: Date:

Signed by the Program Manager: Date:

Should you have any queries concerning this research, please contact the program

manager via Child Wise – 0431 840 778
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